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ABSTRACT
QUALITY OF WORK LIFE FROM THE PERSPECTIVE
OF THE WORKER WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES:
A QUALITATIVE STUDY
MAY 1993
SANDRA M. HOBBS,

B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

M.S.,

INDIANA UNIVERSITY

M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by:

Professor Donald Carew

Workers with developmental disabilities have recently
entered the work force as a result of human service agency
efforts to integrate these individuals with their non¬
disabled peers.

Much of the integration efforts have

occurred without the input of those individuals with
developmental disabilities.
Research completed regarding the work lives of the
worker with developmental disabilities has focused mainly on
wages and social integration.

The majority of research data

was collected from individuals other than the workers with
developmental disabilities themselves.

In order to

effectively learn what is of importance to the worker with
developmental disabilities,

interviews with these

individuals needed to be conducted.
As suggested by others who have conducted research in
the field of developmental disabilities,

a qualitative

research approach was used to obtain data.
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Quality of Work

Life criteria established for non-disabled workers was used
as a guide throughout the study.
The data obtained through this study indicated that the
Quality of Work Life improved for the participants once they
left sheltered employment and were employed in integrated
employment sites with non-disabled peers.

Of importance to

the participants was not only wages and having the
opportunity to be with non-disabled peers, but also the
opportunity to complete a variety of job tasks,
throughout their work day,
job.

keeping busy

and having some autonomy on the

The participants also had an imbalance between their

work and non-work time, most wanting the opportunity to work
more hours per week.

In addition,

as a result of

experiencing success in the work place,

the participants

began to identify with their non-disabled co-workers rather
than their peers who still were employed at the sheltered
workshops.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Introduction and Statement of the Problem
In American society, work is considered a normal
activity of adult life.

Work can bring about social status

and self-esteem to individuals.
acceptance,

Employment can lead to full

and those individuals who contribute to society

are not considered a liability by that society
Hardman,

& Hightower,

1989).

However,

(McDonnell,

in the past, meaning¬

ful work was not considered a possibility for disabled
adults.

Although research has demonstrated that individuals

with developmental disabilities can be successful in
completing complex tasks, unemployment for this group
continues to be high,

as much as 88%,

and these individuals

still are viewed by society as incapable of employment in
regular job environments
1985; Wehman,

Kregel,

(Hill,

Shafer,

1982? Rhodes & Valenta,

& Twardzik,

According to Wolfensberger

(1972),

1989).

society has

perceived individuals with developmental disabilities as
deviant:

a subhuman organism,

holy innocent,

a menace,

a diseased organism,

and an eternal child.

an object of pity,

a

an object of ridicule,

Societal labels have continued to

follow this oppressed group throughout the years.

These

prejudiced beliefs have resulted in low expectations and the
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withholding of the right of individuals with developmental
disabilities to make decisions about their lives.
Unfortunately, many of these beliefs have been perpetuated
by the people who have worked directly with them.
caretakers,
O'Brien,

too,

are a product of their culture

1990; Holmes & Karst,

Historically,

These

(Gardner &

1990).

the families of children with

developmental disabilities were advised to confine their
children to institutions, where they would receive the best
custodial care.

Skill development was not an issue.

In the

late 1930s to early 1940s, vocational rehabilitation laws
were expanded to include individuals who were developmentally disabled and mentally ill.
evaluation of this group,
little skills existed,
not occur.

Finally,

however,

The laws encouraged the
since it was assumed that

skill development programs still did

in the 1960s,

there was a movement

towards educating the developmentally disabled.

Because

most individuals were not considered capable of employment,
and there were such low expectations for this group of
individuals,

day activity programs, work activity centers,

and sheltered workshops were developed.

It was determined

that this type of environment was in the best interest of
these individuals.

Sheltered workshops, which segregated

individuals with disabilities from their non-disabled peers,
were seen as safe environments and a place where gradual
change could be introduced into the lives of this
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population.

In addition,

the development of these programs

was a direct result of the inability of the field of
rehabilitation to implement effective training techniques or
to restructure and modify individual jobs to meet the needs
of these individuals.

Sheltered workshops were developed as

a result of parental involvement, with the support of
non-profit organizations
Rice,

1985? Hill,

(Wolfensberger,

1991? Pankowski &

1982).

Sheltered workshops helped to ease the isolation of
many individuals with developmental disabilities by bringing
them together.

Unfortunately,

in many cases,

became a terminal vocational placement.

the workshop

There was little

movement and many individuals were held back from jobs in
their community because of their skill at performing tasks
in the workshop.
(Rothstein,
Beziat,

The production process became the priority

1971? Wehman & McLaughlin,

1988? Gardner,

Chapman,

1980? Chernish &

Donaldson, Jacobson,

1988).

Individual preferences were not taken into account in
these settings.

Individuals with developmental disabilities

performed the work that was available
Wieck,

1990).

(Faison,

Isbister,

&

All of these programs segregated the

developmentally disabled from their non-disabled peers.
models were "continuum based" and the skills taught would
help the individual to eventually interface with the
community.
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The

Sheltered workshops continue to be the primary facility
which provides employment services to individuals with
developmental disabilities
1989) .

(Schalock, McGaughey,

& Kiernan,

These individuals are paid on a piece-rate basis,

which usually yield low wages and few benefits.

While

efforts continue to transition some workers from the
workshops into community based employment,
remain poor.

placement rates

The skills learned in the sheltered

environment cannot be effectively transferred to the
community,

leaving these individuals unable to compete in

the job market.

Other antihabilitative characteristics of

sheltered employment include work which provides little
learning,
needs,

frequent "dead time”,

outdated equipment resulting in useless training,

abnormal work days,
(Bellamy,
Falvey,

tasks not based on training

Rhodes,

and irrelevant exit requirements

Bourbeau,

& Mank,

1986; Stodden & Browder,

1982? Hill,

1982;

1986? Schuster,

From a philosophical perspective,

1990).

sheltered workshops

are said to defeat the principles of normalization in that
they emphasize a clinical emphasis to service delivery.
Real work and its importance by non-disabled individuals,
de-emphasized.

is

Because simple contracted tasks result in

sub-minimum wages,

the work performed at the workshop level

is viewed as unimportant by societal standards
1990) .
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(Schuster,

In the early 1980s,

a number of pilot studies and

demonstration projects were conducted by the government in
collaboration with universities to determine how successful
adults with developmental disabilities could be in an
integrated work setting.

Termed supported work,

supported

employment,

supported competitive employment or integrated

employment,

emphasis was placed on obtaining a job where

there was social interaction with non-disabled peers,
minimum wage, more normalized work hours,

and benefits.

This concept was part of a paradigmatic shift in how
services were to be provided to individuals with
developmental disabilities, which took into account
decisions made by the individual and his/her family.
Historically,

rehabilitation counseling had been concerned

with issues of dignity and the rights of the disabled,

and

this appeared to be an appropriate "next step” in enabling
this group to fulfill its' potential.

The evolutionary

movement from institution and segregation to an emphasis on
community integration,

quality of life,

and

individualization is at the heart of the integrated
employment philosophy
Inge,

Banks,

Wehman,

Shafer & West,
Knoll,

(Pankowski & Rice,
Hill,

& Shafer,

1985? Wehman,

1988?

1988? Kregel, Wehman,

1989? McFadden & Burke,

1991? Bradley &

1992).

According to research results,

integration of

individuals with developmental disabilities into the work
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force has been very successful
1984).

(Revell, Wehman,

& Arnold,

Success has been measured in a number of ways

including:

retention rates,

earnings,

developmentally disabled working,
co-worker attitudes,

increased number of

intervention strategies,

tax incentives for employers,

integration outcomes,

savings to the taxpayer and

determining predictors of work terminations.

Over 25,000

individuals with developmental disabilities are said to have
been placed in the general labor market as a result of
supported employment efforts
Cleveland,

Brooks,

Kraus & MacEachron?

(Wehman,

& Pentacost,

Hill,

Goodall,

1982? Hill & Wehman,

1982? Shafer,

Banks,

As a result of these successes,

& Kregel,

1983?

1991).

the process of change

conversion from institutionally based segregated work
environments to individualized integration into the work
place has become a major focus of vocational rehabilitation
efforts nationwide.

Supported employment provisions were

included into the Rehabilitation Act of 1986 which
demonstrated a commitment on the part of the Federal
government to include the developmentally disabled into the
regular work force

(Kregel & McDonald,

Shafer & West,

1989? Shafer, Wehman,

Shafer,

& Kregel,

Banks,

1988? Kregel, Wehman,

Kregel,

& West,

1990?

1991).

What has been apparent throughout history is that
others have made choices for individuals with developmental
disabilities.

Assumptions have been made regarding what
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they could understand, what they could do, how they could
participate in society,

and where they would be best served.

Individuals with developmental disabilities have had little
input into what their life experiences would be,

and they

have been made to feel that they are not capable of doing so
(Stodden & Browder,

1986).

First,

these individuals were

not given training because it was believed they could not
learn.

Then they were placed into sheltered employment to

prepare them for transition into the community at large,
which had been less than successful.

And,

although

sheltered employment is seen as restrictive,

a recent study

indicated that families continue to prefer sheltered
employment as the optimal placement for their family member
with developmental disabilities
Finally,

(Turnbull & Turnbull,

1988).

the effort has been made to place the develop-

mentally disabled into integrated work settings.
One issue recently brought into discussion is the
relationship between integration and empowerment.

While

integration is seen as an important step in the lives of the
developmentally disabled,
can,

it has been noted that integration

and has occurred, without the participation of the

individual that it affects.

Thus,

individuals still have

not been allowed to assert their own preferences,
they may have the competencies to do so.

although

By failing to

empower individuals with developmental disabilities to make
decisions regarding their employment preferences,
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the

perception that these individuals are helpless
perpetuated.

Empowerment can only occur,

is

however,

if these

individuals are given enough exposure and opportunities to
experience
Nisbet,

integrated settings of all kinds

(Shafer &

1988) .

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to determine if
workers with developmental disabilities perceive a
difference in the quality of their work lives as a result of
employment into an integrated work setting from sheltered
employment.

In addition,

of specific interest is what

Quality of Work Life criteria are most important to them.
This research will add to the knowledge base created thus
far regarding how improvements can be made to help satisfy
the personal needs of individuals with developmental
disabilities

in their work lives.

It will be of importance

because data collected will be taken from the perspective of
the worker with developmental disabilities.

Rationale and Significance of the Study
The worker with developmental disabilities is actually
a new worker to American society.

Historically,

these

individuals have been held in "work readiness" programs,

and

it has only been since the early 1980's that efforts have
been made to place these individuals
Research has

into integrated jobs.

focused on what professionals and others
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believed was important to workers with developmental
disabilities,

and these workers have had little choice over

job selection or placement

(Seltzer,

1981,

Seltzer,

1984).

This study is significant because it focuses on the
perceptions of the worker with developmental disabilities
regarding his/her job.

It highlights what is of importance

to them and whether they,

themselves,

perceive a difference

in the quality of their working lives since placement into
non-sheltered employment.

This information will help

employers and professionals in the field of rehabilitation
to focus on individual work needs based on the perceptions
of the worker.

Thus

far,

Quality of Work Life has barely

been addressed by individuals in the field of rehabilita¬
tion.
Organization development professionals work with
industry to help them become more efficient and effective.
This profession has long been aware of Quality of Work Life
issues and interventions which can be implemented by the
organization to address the needs of the workers,

while

helping to assure a productive work environment.

With the

passage of the American with Disabilities Act,

aimed at

increasing the integration of individuals with disabilities
into all aspects of their communities,

it is expected that

many more of these individuals will be seeking employment.
As of July 26,

1994,

employers with over fifteen employees

may not discriminate against qualified individuals with
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disabilities.

There are many individuals with developmental

disabilities who are qualified for work, but who will
require the assistance of others to help facilitate
successful job placement.

It will be the responsibility of

industry to accommodate their needs while continuing to
focus on issues of efficiency in the market place.
Organization development professionals will have the
unique experience of using their skills and knowledge
regarding Quality of Work Life, work design strategies,

and

other intervention approaches to help organizations change
to meet the needs of this new group of workers.
Overall,

there has been little research focusing on

Quality of Work Life

(QWL),

or the effects of employment on

the Quality of Life of individuals with developmental disa¬
bilities.

Only within the last several years has Quality of

Life and Quality of Work Life been identified as issues
which require further consideration within the field of
developmental disabilities
Karan,

1989? Goode,

Goode

(1989)

(Schalock,

Keith, Hoffman,

&

1989).

describes a project implemented by the

Mental Retardation Institute which examined Quality of Life
issues as related to the developmentally disabled.

The

approach defined by project members led to additional work
at a National Conference on Quality of Life for Persons with
Developmental Disabilities.

A framework was developed which

assisted participants in identifying the major needs of
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individuals with developmental disabilities in all settings.
One group identified the critical needs relating to an
integrated work environment.
acceptance,

These needs included

personal growth, health,

financial security,

and stability.
Kiernan and Knutson (1990)

examine Quality of Work Life

from a disability-based perspective.

Quality of Work Life

principles are considered consistent amongst all workers,
regardless of whether they are disabled or not.

However,

the authors state that if there are lack of opportunities
for the disabled to work,

then there cannot be a Quality of

Work Life for these individuals.

The authors refer to three

resolutions developed at the National Conference on Quality
of Life for Persons with Developmental Disabilities.

These

resolutions are:
1.

QWL is the same for people with and without
disabilities.

2.

QWL is a matter of consumer rather than
professional definition.

3.

QWL is a social phenomenon and a product primarily
of interaction with others.

Goode

(1989)

has suggested that the field of

developmental disabilities must adopt newer forms of
management which address structural ineguities,
pay and poor job advancement opportunities.

such as low

The change will

have to include the disabled in the decision making process
regarding career and life choices.
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Finally, while there has been much research conducted
regarding job satisfaction and the non-disabled,

limited

research has been conducted on their disabled peers
1986? Moseley,

1988).

(McAfee,

Three major reasons have been cited

why job satisfaction of individuals with developmental
disabilities has rarely been examined:

1)

lack of

recognition of the potential importance of job satisfaction
for vocational success; 2)

the difficulty in assessing job

satisfaction with this population? and 3)

lack of

instruments to measure job satisfaction with this group
(Seltzer,

1981? McAfee,

1986).

Based on the reasons listed,

there is a definite need

to begin to address the issue of Quality of Work Life and
workers with developmental disabilities.

Definition of Terms
The following terms are used throughout the study and
mean the following:
1.

Developmental Disability — a disability which
manifests itself before the age of 22 and which
can be expected to continue indefinitely.

The

disability limits the individual in at least three
major life areas,
living,

such as activities of daily

language skills,

independence.
retardation,

or financial

Disabilities may include mental
cerebral palsy,

neurological conditions.
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epilepsy,

or other

2.

Integrated Work Environment — a work site
situated in local industry or business where the
individual with developmental disabilities is
taught a necessary job and is paid at least
minimum wage.

There is substantial opportunity

for social interaction with non-disabled peers.
3.

Sheltered or Segregated Work Environment — a work
environment which employs nearly all individuals
with disabilities and which focuses on training
for eventual placement into an integrated work
environment.

Pay is sub-minimum,

the opportunity

for social interaction with non-disabled peers is
minimal,

and skills learned do not necessarily

prepare the individuals for meaningful work.
4.

Quality of Work Life — a way of thinking about
people, work,

and organizations.

distinct elements:

(1)

It has two

a concern for the

well-being of workers as well as for
organizational effectiveness? and

(2)

the

promotion of employee participation in important
work-related problems and decisions
Cummings,

1985,

p.

(Huse &

202).

Conceptual Model
The Quality of Work Life model was introduced into the
United States in the early 1960s in an effort to address
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poor conditions in the work place.

The individual worker

and his/her importance had been forgotten due to
technological and job design changes aimed at production and
profit.

This single focus by industrial management resulted

in disenfranchised employees.
Life issues
social

As a result,

focused on compensation,

interaction,

worker rights,

and non-work activities
Ondrack & Evans,

(Davis,

Quality of Work

safe work environments,

and balance between work

1977?

Huse & Cummings,

1985;

1987).

As a response to these poor working conditions,
governmental actions,

including important legislation,

evolved during this period.

The Fair Labor Standards Act

established pay and benefit regulations.

It helped to

provide security for working individuals by ensuring minimum
wage standards,

which in turn,

acceptable standards of living.

helped to establish
In addition,

the Fair Labor

Standards Act established the eight hour work day and the
40-hour work week.

This assured the adequate balance

between work and leisure time,

an important issue in the

Quality of Work Life concept addressed in this research.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Act helped focus on
eliminating discrimination.

This act established

regulations which required employers to assist individuals
previously discriminated against to obtain employment and
training.

These procedures made certain that organizations

reflected the population in the area community with regard
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to race, sex, and ethnicity.

Quality of Work Life concepts

focus on social integration in the work place and emphasizes
that the work environment whould be free of prejudice, and
allow for upward mobility.
The Environmental Protection Act set limits to
pollutants being discharged in and around the work place.
This act established standards for personal worker safety
with regard to physical health and well-being.

Finally, the

passage of the Occupational Safety and Health Act
established safety regulations protecting workers from
unsafe working conditions which could result in injury.
Failure of an industry to comply with the regulations could
result in substantial fines (Davis & Cherns,
1977).

Quality of Work Life,

1975? Davis,

in an effort to improve

working conditions, worker satisfaction, and organizational
effectiveness, has readily addressed issues targeted in
Federal legislation as described above.
Quality of Work Life is said to mean different things
to different people within an organization.
individual worker,

To the

it might mean an opportunity to gain

control over work to be completed.

Workers who are said to

experience a high Quality of Work Life also experience job
satisfaction because the needs of the individual are being
met.

In addition, Quality of Work Life efforts leading to a

satisfied worker may lead to a decrease in physical and
psychological problems of the individual.
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To the union,

it

may mean profit sharing.

The employer may view Quality of

Work Life Projects as a way to increase productivity and
satisfy the workers in the process.
may include greater work quality,

Other positive results

productive work groups,

the ability of the organization to adapt and change,
general overall effectiveness

(Suttle,

and

1977).

It has been suggested that there are three perspectives
which must be considered when determining Quality of Work
Life.

The individual worker*s perspective is viewed as

important,

however,

the individual may be incapable of

determining job satisfaction or job dissatisfaction possibly
due to social pressures or perceptual distortions.
example,

For

employee polls and surveys have indicated that even

when high levels of job satisfaction have been indicated,
signs remain that suggest alienation of the workers which
may be demonstrated through absenteeism,
strikes.

The employer's perception,

grievances,

and

as well as the

perception of society must also be taken into consideration.
The implementation of Quality of Work Life efforts may
impact upon society in many ways.

Efforts by an

organization which result in employee satisfaction may
result in more satisfied customers,
the organization and the community.
to provide a stronger economic base.

increasing business for
This,

in turn, may help

A successful Quality

of Work Life program may result in a decrease in societal
problems such as alcoholism, mental illness and drug abuse.
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Society itself,

impacts upon work organizations by invoking

legislation which helps to protect the rights of workers in
regards to wages,
(Seashore,

safe environments,

1975; Taylor,

and equal opportunity.

1977; Suttle,

1977).

Quality of

Work Life is a complex phenomenon as a result of the diverse
interest groups which it affects.
Carlson

(1980)

states that Quality of Work Life is both

a goal and an ongoing process for achieving that goal:
As a goal, QWL is the commitment of the
organization to work improvement: the creation of
more involving, satisfying, and effective jobs and
work environments.
As a process, QWL calls for efforts to realize
this goal through the active involvement of people
throughout the organization (p. 83) .
The early focus of Quality of Work Life emphasized
outcomes related to the individual needs of the worker and
job satisfaction, which here means the subjective impression
of the individual as having received desired rewards.

Later

the relationship between employees and management was of
importance.

Techniques used to facilitate a positive

relationship included job enrichment programs and
participative management.

Participation,

cooperation,

and

the development of trust between employees and management
was the goal of these interventions.

By allowing employees

to contribute to making decisions within the organization,
the needs of the employees and the organization could both
be met and change could be more easily accomplished
1981; Nurick,

1982; Seashore,

1983; Huse & Cummings,

(Nadler,

Lawler, Mirvis & Cammann,

1985; Taylor,
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1986; Trist;

1986).

Walton

(1974),

and Davis and Cherns

(1975)

proposed

conceptual categories which together best characterizes the
individual outcome orientation of the Quality of Work Life,
the focus of this study.

These categories and their

description are as follows:
1.

Adequate and Fair Compensation — There are no defined
standards regarding what is adequate or fair compen¬
sation for a job performed.

What income is paid and

what benefits are given may be determined by what is
socially acceptable as a standard at the time and based
on prevailing wage in the community.
considered includes skill needed,

What might be

supply and demand,

the ability of the organization to provide
compensation,
2.

and working conditions?

Safe and Healthy Working Conditions — Employees should
not be exposed to unduly hazardous or unhealthy
environments.
odors,

Physical work conditions such as noise,

and visual disturbances are of concern.

Minimum

standards based on Federal law should be met along with
any more stringent standards based upon the conditions
of the organization, which may include the use of
chemicals or dangerous materials.

The enforcement of

normal work periods and age limitations for certain
jobs are also included in this category?
3.

Immediate Opportunity to Use and Develop Human
Capacities—Of importance is whether a job offers
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substantial autonomy,

self-control,

learning a vide variety of skills.

and the option of
Employees should be

given the knowledge regarding the total work process
and his/her relevance toward the completion of the
task.
4.

Opportunity for Continued Growth and Security — Many
jobs can be learned within a short period of time.

It

is important that workers be able to expand their
capabilities to assure that obsolescence does not
occur.

They should have the opportunity to advance and

have job security?
5.

Social Integration in the Work Organization — Personal
relationships are considered important to the quality
of one's working life.

The work climate contributes to

positive identity and self-esteem.

Work environments

should be free from prejudice and steep hierarchical
structures which promote status.
upward mobility,

They should allow for

allow for personal openness,

and

provide a sense of support and community?
6.

Constitutionalism in the Work Organization — The right
to personal privacy,

free speech and dissent,

the right

to equal treatment and due process are said to be the
key elements of a good Quality of Work Life?
7.

Work and Total Life Space — There should be a balance
between work and the personal lives of employees.
schedules and demands which include travel and
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Work

relocation should not negatively impact upon leisure
and family life?
8.

The Social Relevance of Work Life — Whether the
activities of an organization are socially beneficial
or injurious can have an effect on the self-esteem of
the worker and the value that worker places on his/her
job.

Whether an organization is socially responsible

is a Quality of Work Life issue.
What is said to be gained from improved Quality of Work
Life are job satisfaction,
to achievement,

individual productivity leading

and profitability as a result of individual

worker productivity

(Locke,

Hetherington & Smith,
In summary,

1976? Suttle,

1977? Stewart,

1984? Huse & Cummings,

1985).

the concept of Quality of Work Life and

Quality of Work Life Projects have been used within industry
since the early 1960s.

Emphasis was placed on the needs of

the disenfranchised employee unhappy with their role in the
organization.

Later efforts involved the development of

employee management relationships for the purpose of meeting
the needs of the worker and the goals of the organization.

Limitations of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine Quality of Work
Life issues as perceived by workers with developmental
disabilities.

By gaining an understanding of their

experiences, we will be better able to assist in helping
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them to obtain and maintain employment status, while
assuring that their needs and the needs of the industry are
met.
The participants of the study were selected from three
human service organizations located in Western Massachusetts
that assist workers with developmental disabilities to find
jobs in integrated settings.

Each agency developed a list

of workers that best fit the criteria developed for the
study.

A modified analytic indication method was used due

to limited time and resources involved to complete the
study.

Therefore a specified number of individuals were

selected in advance of the study (Glaser & Strauss,

1967).

Because of issues surrounding confidentiality, refusals
of workers with developmental disabilities to participate,
and concerns of guardians to allow individuals to
participate, the sample may not be representative of all
workers with developmental disabilities.

Age, gender, or

total work experience by the participants was not seen as a
limitation in this study.

All the participants in the study

were close to the same age and had similar work life
experiences including number of jobs.

One female

participated in the study, however, her age, work
experience, and living arrangements were similar to the
majority of the other participants.

In comparing the data

collected from her and her male counterparts, no major
differences were noted in her work experiences or her
perceptions regarding her work life.
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The qualitative approach was specifically chosen to
gain the perspective into the experiences of the individual.
Findings are not meant to be generalized to other workers
with developmental disabilities who may have had different
life experiences.

It is expected that there would be some

similarities between the opinions of these individuals and
others.

What is important is that we begin to understand

the perspectives of these individuals, rather than assuming
that we know what they are.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
Quality of Work Life, as defined in terms of
Organization Development,

focuses on the work satisfaction

and well being of the worker and on increased productivity
and organizational effectiveness for the benefit of the
organization.

The literature regarding workers with

developmental disabilities and the Quality of Work Life and
job satisfaction is minimal and has only begun to be
addressed by researchers and practitioners in the field of
developmental disabilities.

The Quality of Work Life,

a disability based perspective,

from

is more individually defined

than that defined under organization development.

Parti¬

cipation in the decision making process by the worker with
developmental disabilities, or empowerment of the
individual,

is seen as an important aspect of Quality of

Work Life (Goode,

1989).

According to Goode (1989), the Quality of Work Life
concept in the field of developmental disabilities is just
beginning to be defined.

Three major indicators have been

examined in an effort to develop a workable framework which
would describe the Quality of Work Life for individuals with
developmental disabilities.

These include objective social

indicators, social psychological indicators, and
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person-environment fit or social ecological indicators.
Objective social indicators include the decreased need of
the individual for training and supervision,
job variety,

promotional opportunities,

integration,

increased decision

making regarding jobs and freedom from discrimination.
Social psychological indicators include job satisfaction,
satisfaction with relationships,
Finally,

and career opportunities.

person-environment fit and social ecological

indicators include an increased goodness of fit index
between the individual and the work environment,
individual's role in making decisions.

(GOFI)

and the

The development of

an index could help those in the field of developmental
disabilities address issues of program development and
evaluation standards.
The literature and research discussed in this chapter
will focus upon important legislation which has brought
about change in the lives of those individuals with
developmental disabilities,
work-related issues.

as related to vocational and

Then research related to the Quality

of Work Life will be reviewed.

The review will include

articles related to wages and general job satisfaction,
incentives and disincentive to work,
skill development,

job opportunities and

social integration and social skills,

social integration and co-worker involvement.
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and

Legislation Affecting Individuals with Disabilities
Historically,

individuals with developmental disa¬

bilities have not been given equal treatment or rights in
regard to living and work opportunities.
discriminatory practices.

As a result of

Federal legislation was filed

throughout the years to address this inequality.

Early

legislation helped the United States to begin to focus on
the needs and the rights of those with mental retardation.
Public Law 113 enacted in 1943 made citizens with mental
retardation eligible for vocational rehabilitation services.
Individuals with mental retardation began to be placed into
employment situations with limited results.
and 1950,

Between 1945

2,091 individuals with mental retardation were

said to have been employed through rehabilitation efforts
(DiMichael,

1971).

The Rehabilitation Act of 1954,

Public Law 565 and the

Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments of 1954 mandated
additional money be set aside to provide vocational
rehabilitation services to individuals with mental
retardation.

In addition,

training programs and research

were encouraged and helped to define,

develop,

and expand

sheltered workshops as a service provision strategy for
individuals with mental retardation

(DiMichael,

1971).

These sheltered workshops were to provide individuals with
various handicaps a social environment that would help to
relieve isolation and would provide job tasks which was to
lead to a sense of self worth.
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In addition,

sheltered

workshops were also expected to provide other services such
as self-care,
development,

communication, money management skill
and counseling

(Cohen,

1971).

The Developmental Disabilities Act of 1971,

Public Law

94-103 and the Bill of Rights Act of 1973 provided funding
and services to individuals who had been diagnosed with
mental retardation,

cerebral palsy,

neurological impairments.

epilepsy or other

Many individuals with

developmental disabilities resided in institutions managed
by the states at this time.

This legislation mandated that

those institutions that received funding under the act
assure that each individual be provided an annual evaluation
outlining the needs of that individual and the services that
were to be provided

(Burgdorf,

1980).

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

Public Law 92-112 and

the Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act,

Public Law 95-602

outlawed discrimination based upon handicap and provided for
affirmative action to remedy discriminatory practices which
had occurred in the past against individuals with
disabilities.

This legislation emphasized the right of

individuals with handicaps to be provided services in less
restrictive environments,

thus, mandating institutions to

begin providing services outside the institution walls.
addition,

In

this legislation mandated that individuals with

handicaps be given access to public transportation,
employment,

and educational opportunities.

Section 503 of

the Act prohibited discrimination in the hiring of the
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handicapped and mandated that employers make a special
effort to do so

(Burgdorf,

Vocational education,
physical therapy,

1980).
as well as such services as

occupational therapy,

health services,

and

counseling, were mandated under The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act of 1978,

Public Law 94-142.

This

law initially focused on the education of children from age
3 to 18.

Later,

the law covered individuals to age 21.

All

children,

regardless of residence, were to be provided with

an individualized education plan detailing educational needs
and services to be provided based upon those needs.

This

law helped service providers to focus on life after school
and preparing these children for the work environment
(Burgdorf,

1980).

Of great importance was the emphasis that

children with disabilities learn in the same environment as
their non-disabled peers.

Even children who lived in

institutions were to be provided educational services within
the local school system.
In 1984,

The Developmental Disabilities Act mandated

the creation of employment options for individuals with even
the most severe disabilities.

The concept of supported

employment was developed and set the priority for states to
provide this system model.

This act began to emphasize the

need of secondary school teachers and other who worked with
individuals with developmental disabilities to change the
way in which they provided services to this group
1986).
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(Rhodes,

Supported employment,

is defined by The Developmental

Disabilities Act as:
Paid employment which (i) is for persons with
developmental disabilities for whom competitive
employment at or above minimum wage is unlikely
and who, because of their disabilities, need
ongoing support to perform in a work setting? (ii)
is conducted in a variety of settings,
particularly worksites in which persons without
disabilities are employed, and (iii) is supported
by any activity needed to sustain paid work by
persons with disabilities, including supervision,
training, and transportation (Federal Register,
1984).
Most recently,

the Americans with Disabilities Act of

1990 has by far been the most inclusive in dealing with
discrimination based upon disability,
some 43,000,000 under its protection.

and is said to include
The act prohibits

discrimination in employment, public services, public
transportation,

and public accommodations and services

operated by private entities.

The act also provides for

telecommunication relay services for the hearing impaired
and speech impaired.

The act provides legal recourse to

individuals with disabilities who believe their rights under
this act have been violated.
With respect to this research,
of most importance.
employees

Title I - Employment,

is

Employers with fifteen or more

(a covered entity as defined by law)

may not

discriminate against a qualified individual with a
disability in regards to hiring,

advancement,

discharge,

compensation,

training or other privileges of employment

(Section 106.

Discrimination

(42 USC 12112)).
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In addition,

the employer must reasonably accommodate the qualified
individual on the job, unless undue hardships would result
to the covered entity.

Under this section, an individual

who believes they have been discriminated against in
employment may file complaints with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and may also file a private lawsuit
for damages.
In summation, Federal laws have been instrumental in
defining the needs of those with disabilities.

They have

also helped to mandate services for these individuals, have
provided funding for the implementation of the laws, and
have given individuals with disabilities legal recourse if
they believe that their rights have been violated.

Wages and General Job Satisfaction
Adults with developmental disabilities have
traditionally worked in sheltered or segregated employment
sites.

Workers are paid piece-rate wages which usually

results in sub-minimum pays.

Sub-minimum wages are said to

be appropriate for this group because it is assumed that
they cannot work as effectively or efficiently as their
non-disabled peers.

These piece-rate jobs are broken down

into incremental steps and the individual does not have the
opportunity to complete the whole task.

While repetitive

jobs are said to be boring to non-disabled workers and
provides little mental challenge, an assumption has existed
that due to their disabilities, workers with developmental
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disabilities excel at repetitive,
1988).

Brown and others

(1984)

routine tasks

(Moseley,

found that non-handicapped

citizens believed that individuals with severe intellectual
disabilities were best served in sheltered environments,
these were considered "safe.”

as

This perception by society

has restricted the ability of individuals with developmental
disabilities from experiencing meaningful work and social
interaction with their non-disabled peers.
Johnson and Lambrinos

(1985)

found that there was wage

discrimination and prejudice with regard to workers with
handicaps.

Handicapping conditions included convulsive

disorders,

paralysis,

EEOC.

and other categories as defined by the

The authors believed that these workers were

exploited by industry and promotions came more slowly to
members of this group.

Not only was there a difference in

wages between the non-handicapped and handicapped, women who
were handicapped were discriminated against more than their
male peers with handicaps with regard to wage earnings.

Men

with handicaps were paid 51.4% more in wages than women with
handicaps.

Men with handicaps received 82.9% of wages paid

to non-handicapped men,

and women with handicaps earned

84.8% of the wages earned by their non-handicapped female
peers.

According to the authors, wage discrimination which

results in low income for individuals with disabilities acts
as a disincentive to work.

This disincentive to work

results in investment by the government in disability
related programs,

such as Social Security Disability Income,
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the largest set of expenditures of the Social Security
Program.

By eliminating wage discrimination,

individuals

with disabilities are more likely to work, decreasing the
amount needed for entitlement programs and increasing the
number of individuals with disabilities in the work force.
A review of the literature shows that professionals who
work with adults with developmental disabilities have
differing opinions as to whether commensurate wages are
important at all.

Brown and this colleagues

(1984)

have

argued that social integration is more important than wages,
and they promote the concept of no wages for work performed
by adults with severe disabilities until they develop
meaningful work skills.

There is an assumption on the part

of the authors that this population "do better” in an
integrated environment as this leads to a richer quality of
life,

regardless if they are paid in the process.

The U.S.

Department of Labor mandates commensurate wages for work
performed by individuals with disabilities,
the authors,

but according to

these regulations restrict individuals with

severe handicaps to segregated facilities unnecessarily,
thus affecting the quality of their lives.
Bellamy and his colleagues

(1984)

dispute what Brown's

group discusses stating that "Brown's program needlessly
sacrifices wages and other employment benefits,

distorts the

benefits of integration and tolerates unequal treatment of
citizens with severe handicaps"

(p.

270).

By placing

individuals with severe disabilities into integrated work
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sites without pay,

the work readiness model is perpetuated

and these individuals are denied equal treatment.
to the authors,

According

current regulations allows for both

integration and wages to occur.

Brown and his group fail to

accept that all individuals have different needs and
preferences.

The imposition of this value judgement of work

for no wages produces stereotyping.

Bellamy and his

colleagues state that wages allow the worker with
developmental disabilities to gain greater access to
integration by allowing them to use wages earned during
leisure pursuits in the community.
The authors of both these articles discuss important
ideas regarding the need to integrate individuals with
severe disabilities into the normal work force.

However,

it

appears that Bellamy and his colleagues demonstrate greater
concern with the total acceptance of individuals with severe
disabilities into society as a whole.

They emphasize the

need of society to treat individuals with developmental
disabilities as equals in all aspects of their lives.
Rosen,

Halenda, Nowakiwska,

and Floor

(1970)

conducted

a study with 92 previously institutionalized mentally
retarded workers using the Minnesota Scale of Employment
Satisfaction and discovered that many were dissatisfied with
receiving inadequate compensation for work performed.

These

subjects were employed as kitchen workers, maintenance
workers,

and orderlies.

job incentive,

Compensation was the most important

as defined by this group.
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According to the

authors,

dissatisfaction may be due to unreal aspirations

and poor work attitudes as a result of institutionalization.
Also of issue was the perception of these individuals that
they were confined to low status positions.

The authors

suggest that counseling can help individuals with mental
retardation to become more realistic when it comes to salary
expectations and job prestige,

and their role in industry.

Although this study is somewhat outdated,

it is important in

that interview techniques were used by the researchers to
determine how those individuals in the study felt about
their work,

something which has been rarely done in the

field.
Shafer, Wehman,

Kregel,

and West

(1990)

found that

workers with disabilities who were placed into supported
employment options were paid an average of $3.72, with a
range of $3.34 to $4.92.

Other work options,

enclaves, mobile work crews,
offered lower wages,

such as

and small business placements

averaging $2.38.

In addition, workers

who were placed in the individual placements were employed
an average of 30 to 40 hours a week.

Those individuals who

worked in other employment options listed above worked 20
hours a week or less.

Results indicated that supported

employment placements increased 157% during the three-year
period studied.

Based upon the findings,

the individual

supported employment option was a superior model of practice
in that it offered greater wage earnings through greater
hours of work.

The authors note limitations in the study,
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including the fact that only 27 states were surveyed,

and

states had different definitions for the term supported
employment.

Future research is recommended to further

evaluate the effectiveness of supported employment
implementation projects.
In a study conducted by Rhodes and Valenta

(1985),

eight individuals labeled severely handicapped were placed
in a community enclave in industry.
authors,

As defined by the

an enclave is Ma group of individuals with

handicaps who are working with special training or job
supports within a normal business or industry"

(p.

13) .

Six

of the eight were previously employed in a sheltered
workshop and two were unemployed prior to placement in the
enclave.

The average monthly wages for those individuals

employed at the workshop was $44.00.

The average wage of

the individuals in industry increased to $323.00 per month,
or seven times the wages earned in a work activity center.
Wages were based upon level of productivity.

Productivity

of the workers was said to have increased as a result of the
placement.

The authors note several positive aspects to

placing individuals with developmental disabilities into
enclaves in the community.
taxpayer,

There is a cost savings to the

as this type of placement is less costly than a

placement in a sheltered environment.

In addition,

the host

company can meet affirmative action obligations and also
take advantage of the Federal Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
Program.

Overall,

the research demonstrated that an enclave
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approach can be both beneficial to the individuals with
severe handicaps and the industry that hires them.
Wershing,

Gaylord-Ross and Gaylord-Ross

(1986)

reported

a successful placement of a young man from an educational
setting to a supported employment job.

This individual was

diagnosed as being moderately mentally retarded and was able
to begin a community based vocational program at age
sixteen.

Upon graduation,

he began working five days a week

for a total of 20 work hours at a nursing home.
$4.50 as a food service specialist.
at 95%,

He earned

Accuracy on the job was

and work rate was increased from an initial 70% to

100% with the assistance of a supported employment teacher.
In addition to the above minimum wage earned,

the individual

also became a member of the union and received a
comprehensive benefit package.

The results of the study

clearly outlined the positive effect early vocational
training can have on adult employment opportunities.
In an extensive qualitative research project,
(1988,

1990)

workers.

Moseley

found that wages were important to some

He found that the workers felt that receiving a

paycheck legitimized their work and was a symbol of their
membership into the work group.

Job variation,

skills,

the job itself were of more importance to others.

and

Jobs

offered these individuals the ability to enhance old skills
and learn new ones,
accomplishment,

be with friends,

gave workers a sense of

and gave them some autonomy and control over

their work lives.

He suggests that while attention should
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be given to wages

in placing individuals in jobs,

itself also needs to be examined.

the work

This study is important

because it was based upon the perspectives of the workers
with mental retardation who were involved in various
supported employment experiences.

Participant observation

and in-depth interviews were used in the research process to
gather the information.
Seltzer

(1984)

conducted a study to determine patterns

of job satisfaction among mentally retarded adults.

It was

noted that more competent workers in the sheltered unit were
less satisfied with their pay than those who were less
competent.

In addition,

these individuals who were

satisfied with their jobs also felt their leisure time was
more satisfying then those individuals who were not
satisfied with their jobs.

Thus,

in this study,

there

appeared to be a correlation between work satisfaction,

and

being satisfied with other aspects of life.
Lam and Chan

(1988)

found that fifty clients with

severe disabilities were satisfied with their jobs in a
segregated work setting,

although those clients with higher

IQ scores were less satisfied with their jobs than those
with lower IQ scores.

The authors offer as a possible

explanation the following:

clients with higher IQ scores

have more well defined likes and dislikes than their peers
with lower IQ scores.

They suggest that more difficult

tasks be offered at the sheltered workshop to resolve the
issue of satisfaction,

or,

they suggest that perhaps those
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with higher IQ scores should be found jobs in an integrated
environment.

Another option would be to restructure the

sheltered workshop environment to meet the needs of the
workers.

The authors suggest that rehabilitation

practitioners should examine job satisfaction concerns of
individuals with disabilities,

paying closer attention to

the higher level of clients in the work area.
The authors do not suggest that perhaps the individuals
at the sheltered workshop are satisfied because they do not
have any experience with work outside of that environment.
While they suggest higher level clients might best be served
in an integrated environment,

their focus is on maintaining

the segregated work environment through restructuring.

They

do not address the integration needs of the any of the
individuals

in the segregated work environment,

of level of functioning,

regardless

which can be seen as a major flaw

to this research.
In summation,

the research reviewed suggests that wages

are higher for individuals who work in integrated work
environments than for those who work in sheltered workshops.
Earning a wage is important to individuals with
developmental disabilities because they feel
work group and society.

included in the

Wages allow individuals to gain

more control over their non-work hours by giving them
independence to participate in various aspects of the
community by using wages earned.

Finally,

wages can give

individuals with developmental disabilities a sense of
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autonomy and control over their lives and to feel a sense of
satisfaction.

Incentives and Disincentives to Work
Many individuals with developmental disabilities live
in Intermediate Care Facilities
residential services.

(ICF/MR)

These individuals

which provide
frequently receive

entitlement benefits such as Social Security,
Security Income

(SSI),

Supplementary

or Social Security Disability Income

(SSDI).
State Medicaid agencies regulate the amount of money
these individuals can keep from earned income,
allowable income,

called

before it must be used for the cost of

their care at the ICF/MR

(Mayer,

Heal,

& Trach,

1992).

amount of allowable income varies amongst states,

and

impacts upon whether these individuals who can work,
to work.

The

choose

Working more hours may not necessarily lead to a

greater amount which can be kept by the individual

for their

personal needs.
According to a study conducted by Meyer,
Trach

(1992)

of six Midwest states,

Heal,

and

three of the states

practiced an incentive plan and three implemented a
disincentive plan regarding income earned by individuals who
lived in Intermediate Care Facilities.

Wisconsin,

Michigan,

and Indiana allowed the individuals to keep more of their
income which encourages the individuals to work.
Illinois,

Minnesota,

and Ohio allows the individuals to keep only a
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low,

flat rate,

a disincentive to work.

was taken for the cost of care.

All other income

The authors recommend that

these states and others who practice work disincentives to
change their policy,
doing so.

as there is a financial

rationale for

Incentives can allow the individual to move out

of the ICF into the community,
savings to the state.

resulting in long term

When disincentives are used,

individuals with disabilities are less likely to work full
time,

as any money they earn over the flat rate is taken

from them.

Job Opportunities and Skill Development
Thus

far,

workers with developmental disabilities have

rarely had the opportunity to expand and develop meaningful
work skills,

as most of these individuals have been assigned

to sheltered work environments.
settings has rarely occurred.

Advancement from these
Most individuals who are in

community based employment have been those with mild or
moderate disabilities,

although the Vocational Rehabili¬

tation Act Amendments of 1986 provided resources needed to
include individuals with severe disabilities
1992) .

Job opportunities

(Black & Meyer,

for individuals with severe

disabilities depends not only upon mandates and funding,

but

also on the attitudes of potential employers and individuals
responsible for work placements.
Black and Meyer,

(1992)

found that groups of

respondents which included teachers,
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student teachers,

policy makers, potential co-workers, parents, and counselors
tended to give more positive evaluations to individuals with
mild disabilities performing work tasks than they did to
individuals with severe and profound disabilities, although
positive judgments were given in some areas to all
individuals.

Future teachers tended to be more positive

toward individuals with severe disabilities suggesting
positive implications for the future.
study were discussed.

Limitations of the

Data were collected only from

respondents from New York state where supported employment
had been discussed at length but not readily implemented.
Judgments were made by watching videotapes of the workers
with disabilities, and the respondents did not work with
them.

Respondents were not asked if they would hire an

individual with a severe disability.

Because attitudes in

society affects the acceptance of individuals with severe
disabilities,
conducted.

it was suggested that additional research be

This study suggests that attitudes toward those

individuals with developmental disabilities are changing
towards a more positive direction, although attitudes
towards individuals with more severe handicaps continue to
be less positive.

With greater integration efforts, perhaps

attitudes towards this population will change for the
positive, also.
High school vocational preparation programs
traditionally focused on curriculum rather than examining
the interests and needs of the individual with developmental
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disabilities.

This focus was not considered important since

it was assumed that most would be placed in a sheltered
workshop and would complete subcontract tasks.

The need for

experiential work training for individuals with severe
handicaps has been found to be most helpful in moving young
adults into community based jobs (McDonnell, Hardman,
Hightower,

&

1989).

In a study conducted by Levy, Jessop, Rimmerman, and
Levy (1992), Fortune 500 executives responsible for hiring
decisions were asked to complete a questionnaire which
measured their attitudes toward the hiring of individuals
with severe disabilities.

Thirty percent of the

questionnaires were returned.

Findings indicated that

attitudes toward hiring individuals with severe disabilities
was favorable.

Those respondents who had previous contact

with the disabled in the work place demonstrated more
positive attitudes then those who did not have this type of
experience.

While many studies involve attitudes of

individuals who are the front line individuals who make
hiring decisions, the authors believe this study is
important because it focused on senior management who set
the goals and policies for a corporation.

These individuals

are responsible for affecting the system at large.

The

authors suggest further study, which should focus on
securing a greater response rate to the surveys.

Ques¬

tionnaires should include the type and nature of contacts
that respondents had with individuals with disabilities, as
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contact appeared to be important in eliciting positive
attitudes.
In an ethnographic study conducted by Dudley and Schatz
(1985),

five of sixteen individuals with mental retardation

indicated a desire to leave a sheltered workshop setting to
work outside the segregated work site.

Job preferences

included working as secretaries, helping other disabled
individuals, and working in a kitchen or laundry.

The other

individuals had little desire to leave the workshop, however
it was noted by the authors that most of the individuals in
the study had limited exposure to other work opportunities.
Individuals involved in the study were hesitant to leave due
to fear of harassment,

loss of friends, their limitations as

a result of their disabilities, and the opposition of their
families.

One interesting finding of the study was that

nine of the individuals did not admit to having a disability
and the researchers believed that they were attempting to
hide their disabilities.

The reasons used by the

participants to explain why they were at a sheltered
workshop was that they were there to help the workshop or
the family wanted them to work there.

Finally, the authors

believed that it was important to get input from the
individuals with disabilities because it is most helpful in
identifying the needs of this group based on their
responses.
Seltzer (1984)

found there was a relationship between

job mobility and job satisfaction in a sample of 65 mentally
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retarded adults.

Those individuals who were downwardly

mobile (meaning they once held competitive jobs but lost
them) were less satisfied with their present jobs in
sheltered workshops.

In addition, satisfaction with

supervisors was higher when supervisors provided feedback to
the workers on their job performance.

Also, workers who

stated they were satisfied with their supervisors were rated
by those supervisors as having better communication skills
than those who were less satisfied with their supervisors.
An increase in communication between the worker with
developmental disabilities and the job supervisor led to
higher levels of job satisfaction for the disabled employee.
Finally, Seltzer found that satisfaction with promotions was
higher in companies and sheltered workshops that had formal
training programs.

This was believed to have occurred

because the workers were informed about promotional
opportunities during the training process.
Overall, the participants who worked in the community
employment sites were not satisfied with their jobs at the
sheltered workshop.

According to the author, job satis¬

faction "is the reaction of the worker given his or her own
frame of reference as determined by specific skills and
attitudes"

(p. 157).

This study demonstrates that

segregated employment may not be an acceptable work
alternative to those who have had experiences in integrated
jobs.

Communication and social skills are also seen to be

important in increasing satisfaction on the job.
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While most integrated work placements have focused on
obtaining one job for an individual with little plans for
job mobility, the Rehabilitation Services Administration's
Supported Employment Panel of Experts developed future
objectives to include career planning and opportunities in
multiple types of work settings for workers with
developmental disabilities.

This objective would be most

helpful in developing options which workers with
developmental disabilities have not had thus far, leading to
increased worker involvement and skill development (Faison,
Isbister,

& Wieck,

1990).

Shafer, Banks, and Kregel

(1990) conducted an analysis

of retention and replacement needs of 302 individuals with
mental retardation.

The majority of subjects in this study

did not remain employed at their initial job sites, as 70%
experienced job loss or movement within the first two years.
During this period, some of the individuals were placed in
second and third jobs, while others waited replacement.
Individuals experienced movement as a result of employerinitiated terminations and lay-offs, or termination of
employment due to the change in employment support services
provided to the individuals.

Career movement, however, was

consistent with individuals without handicaps who had
similar jobs, although movement of supported employees were
more of a result of terminations or layoffs rather than
voluntary movement.
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Inge, Banks, Wehman, Hill and Shafer (1988)

found that

those individuals with mental retardation who were
competitively employed showed greater advancement on the
Economic Activity, Language Development and the Numbers and
Time subscale on the AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scale than their
peers who worked in a sheltered environment.

They also

noted increases in community participation, social
vocational skills and fiscal/financial responsibilities.
The authors do question if skill acquisition leads to the
improvement of quality of life.

They believe that if skill

acquisition leads to improved community integration and
acceptance, than Quality of Life is increased.
A study conducted in Virginia by Shafer, Hill,
Seyfarth, and Wehman (1987)

indicated that employers were

generally satisfied with the work completed by individuals
with mental retardation.

They were, however, more satisfied

with the performance of those individuals who had a job
coach for training purposes, and who also received follow-up
services by the supported employment organization.

The

employers stated that they hired the individuals with mental
retardation because they felt they deserved a chance and
that job coaches would be available.

There was an

additional incentive for employers to hire the individuals.
They were able to take advantage of the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit that was available.
Whether individuals with developmental disabilities
obtain jobs in integrated settings may depend upon the
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attitudes towards those individuals by potential employers,
co-workers, teachers, and parents.

While attitudes which

would allow individuals with developmental disabilities into
the job market are changing,

individuals who are less

disabled continue to be viewed as more appropriate for
integrated employment.

Individual needs and desires of the

individuals with developmental disabilities must be taken
into account when potential workers are to be placed.

Job

changes should also be expected to occur during the work
life of the individual with developmental disabilities, just
as it occurs with individuals without disabilities.

Social Integration and Social Skills
Social integration is a focal point for many
professionals who work with individuals with developmental
disabilities.

Those with developmental disabilities have

had little opportunity to work with non-disabled peers as
equal partners in industry.

Work success is said to be

dependent on the disabled worker*s ability to not only
complete job tasks, but also to integrate into the work
force.

This includes socializing with co-workers, being a

member of the team, and responding appropriately to
supervision.

Individuals with handicaps are said to enjoy

the social benefits at work,

including conversation with

co-workers, developing friendships, and developing support
systems (Johnson, Greenwood & Schriner,
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1988? Oetting &

Miller,

1977? Jepsen,

1984; Neff,

1985; Baumgart & Askvig,

1992) .
Success at work is said to depend upon social skills as
well as production skills, and without these skills,
individuals with mental retardation may find it difficult to
find and retain jobs.

Lack of appropriate social skills has

been a liability in the workplace and a major reason for job
loss. Social skills are both important to task-related
interactions and interactions unrelated to work itself.
Positive social interactions can help to form friendships,
social supports, and group cohesion (Nisbet & Hagner,
Chadsey-Rusch,

1988;

1992).

Johnson, Greenwood, and Schriner (1988) conducted a
study involving 100 employers in Arkansas and Oklahoma to
determine the concerns employers had regarding the hiring of
disabled workers.

Their findings indicated that while

employers were concerned about the ability of the individual
to complete the job, they were equally concerned with the
social and interpersonal skills of the individual.

They

also found that there were more negative perceptions
regarding workers with mental retardation or emotional
disabilities than with workers with physical disabilities.
Findings suggest the need for greater education of employers
and the need for public education campaigns with regard to
the abilities of individuals with developmental
disabilities.
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Because individuals with disabilities are being placed
more frequently into integrated worksites in industry,
educators need to address the issue of social skills.
O'Reilly and Chadsey-Rusch

(1992)

conducted a study in which

a social skills problem solving approach was used to teach
social skills that could be generalized across all settings,
including the work environment.

All three participants

learned the social skills process components and were able
to generalize them at work.

The skills learned were viewed

as important because they have helped the participants to
initiate non-work conversations with co-workers.

The

authors do caution that the sample size is small and
generalizability is questionable.

Further research is

recommended.
Gersten,

Crowell,

and Bellamy (1986)

hypothesized that

performing real work in a community setting in which wages
were earned would have a positive effect on other aspects of
the workers lives,
skills,

such as communication skills,

or independent living skills.

social

Twenty-two severely

mentally retarded adults were involved in the study.
Results indicated that there was no significant improvement
for the entire sample, however,

a secondary analysis showed

that those workers who experienced the most success in their
work also showed some improvement in independence and social
responsibility.

Significant other adults in the lives of

the participants perceived these individuals as more
competent as a result of the positive work experience.
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Social skills are seen as important skills needed by
workers with developmental disabilities based on employer
perceptions.

Lack of these skills are said to result in job

termination.

Research is presently being conducted to

determine how these skills can be taught to help increase
job retainment for this population.

Social Integration and Co-worker Involvement
The focus of integrated employment is to increase the
exposure of individuals with developmental disabilities to
the non-disabled culture.

To work in this non-disabled

culture is said to be valued.

Co-worker involvement can be

important in assisting individuals with handicaps to adjust
to community based employment opportunities.

Co-workers can

assist with work completion and to provide supports
Hughes,

(Rusch &

1988).

Rusch and Minch

(1988)

reviewed literature regarding

the roles that co-workers of employees with handicaps have
assumed in the workplace.

It was found that co-workers were

responsible for providing information on evaluations, helped
to train individuals with disabilities, provided supports to
help their co-worker with disabilities refrain from
inappropriate behaviors,

and collected data.

Co-workers are

beginning to assume new and important roles in the workplace
as individuals with developmental disabilities begin to work
in these environments.
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Shafer, Rice, Metzler,

and Haring

(1989)

administered a

survey to 212 co-workers of individuals who were mentally
retarded to assess the perceptions these non-disabled
employees had regarding their co-workers who were disabled.
They found that those co-workers who worked directly with
someone who was mentally retarded were more comfortable and
willing to work with the mentally retarded,

than those

individuals who did not work with someone who was mentally
retarded.

There was little difference in the co-worker

attitude toward the worker with mental retardation,
regardless of the level of retardation.

However, most

interaction between the co-workers and workers who were
mentally retarded occurred around issues of work and work
competencies.

There was little interaction between the two

groups during breaks or after work hours,

suggesting that

effective strategies have not been developed to help
encourage and maintain social relationships between co¬
workers and their peers who were mentally retarded.
Rusch,

Hughes, Johnson,

and Minch

(1991)

used a Co-

Worker Involvement Form to determine the level of
interaction between workers with handicaps in supported
employment settings and their co-workers.

Results indicated

that co-workers were extensively involved in interacting
with their peers with disabilities.

The greatest

interaction involved individuals with moderate to mild
mental retardation.

Workers with severe to profound

retardation experienced less interaction with co-workers.
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Co-workers were also found to advocate for their co-workers
with disabilities,

and helped to evaluate these individuals.

While interaction between the two groups of individuals was
rated as extensive in the work environment,
did not occur outside the workplace.

this interaction

Possible reasons given

by the authors was that the data method used could not
record this type of interaction,

or that perhaps this lack

of interaction outside of work did not usually occur between
any of the co-workers.
Integrating an individual with disabilities into a
community work site might not necessarily result in social
integration in a true sense.
Rule,

and Stowitschek (1988)

Lignugaris/Kraft,

Salzberg,

found that co-workers with

developmental disabilities interacted more often with other
co-workers who were developmentally disabled than they did
with co-workers who were not disabled.

In addition,

co¬

workers without disabilities interacted more often with
their non-disabled peers than with their co-workers with
developmental disabilities.

Subjects in the study were

sociable during work and break.

Conversations with

individuals with developmental disabilities were more in the
way of commands.

Information to be elicited was directed

toward non-disabled co-workers rather than their co-workers
with disabilities who did the same job.

This possibly

indicated that co-workers with developmental disabilities
were not considered as knowledgeable.

The authors suggest

that individuals who place workers with developmental
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disabilities into integrated sites assess the social
requisites of the job prior to placing the individual.
Seltzer

(1984)

noted that those workers with

developmental disabilities who were satisfied with their
jobs were sent back less frequently to state schools.

Co¬

worker interaction appeared to be important to the success
of the individual and his/her satisfaction with work.

Also,

those who were satisfied with their co-workers were said to
be happier, more confident and optimistic.

Finally, workers

with developmental disabilities who were employed in a
smaller work setting were more satisfied with their jobs
than those who worked in larger companies and workshops.
As stated earlier,

Brown and his colleagues

(1984)

believe that integration of individuals with severe
intellectual disabilities with non-disabled peers is far
more important than issues of pay for work completed.
According to the authors, when adults with developmental
disabilities are integrated,
a richer quality of life.

they are less devalued and have

In the hierarchy of needs,

the

authors believe that earning money should be ranked lower
than other values associated with work.

In one case study,

the authors wrote that "John had learned to behave in
appropriate ways vocally,

socially,

communicatively and in

relation to dress and grooming skills”

(p.

264).

All these

accomplishments are said to be more important than receiving
pay for work completed.
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Co-worker involvement is seen as important in helping
individuals with developmental disabilities adapt to
integrated jobs.

Co-workers who have had contact with

individuals who were disabled were more comfortable working
with them than those individuals who have had no contact.
Co-workers roles are plentiful.

They may help to train the

individuals with developmental disabilities, gather data,
help to evaluate the individual, and provide social support.
Additional efforts need to be made to change attitudes
towards workers with more severe handicaps which might
include greater contact with those individuals by potential
co-workers.

Summary
This chapter reviewed legislative mandates which
impacted upon the lives of individuals with developmental
disabilities, primarily with regard to vocational and work
programs.

This legislation has increased the opportunities

of individuals with disabilities by mandating evaluations
and services, and providing funding for work-related
programs.

Individuals with disabilities have been given

legal recourse if they believe they have been discriminated
against.

This legislation has assisted individuals with

disabilities to move from segregated living and work
environments to more normalized community settings.
Also reviewed in this chapter was literature and
research related to Quality of Work Life issues, the focus
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of this study.

There has been little research regarding the

Quality of Work Life concept, and individuals in the field
of developmental disabilities are just beginning to address
the issue.

Research has been conducted on various criteria

which make up the Quality of Work Life, such as wages,
social integration, job satisfaction, job opportunities, and
skill development.
In general, research findings indicated that
individuals with developmental disabilities earn higher
wages in integrated work settings than in sheltered
employment.

There are disincentives to work for these

individuals, as some states do not allow individuals who
live in Intermediate Care Facilities to keep wages over a
low,

flat rate set by the state. These disincentives result

in individuals not working more hours or full time and costs
the state in the long term due to higher costs in the
entitlement programs.
Opportunities for individuals with developmental
disabilities appear to be increasing as human service
agencies focus on the integrated work option.

Those with

mild or moderate levels of disabilities appear to have
greater access to community based employment sites.

Social

integration has been viewed as important to all individuals
regardless of level of disability.

Success in the workplace

is determined by the vocational skills of the individuals as
well as social skills, such as interaction with supervisors
and co-workers.

Social skills can impact significantly upon
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the success or failure of the individual with developmental
disabilities, and this issue is being addressed by
researchers and practitioners.

Co-workers have proven to be

an important resource in the lives of the worker with
developmental disabilities.

They provide support, advocacy,

training, and friendship to their co-workers with
developmental disabilities.
The Quality of Work Life from a disability-based
perspective is just being identified, although efforts have
been made to define the term and what it means in terms of
the individual with developmental disabilities.
The Quality of Work Life for individuals with
developmentally disabilities has yet to be addressed within
the field of Organization Development, even though many more
individuals with developmental disabilities are expected to
enter the work force.

Organization Development

professionals will need to look at this population and how
they fit into the organization with regard to the needs of
the individual and the needs of the organization as a whole.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Iptrsduction
The purpose of this dissertation is to determine if
workers with developmental disabilities perceive a
difference in the quality of their work lives as a result of
placement from a segregated work environment to an
integrated work environment and why.

The study will also

examine what Quality of Work Life criteria as defined by
Walton (1974)

are important to these individuals.

This chapter will discuss the rationale for using the
qualitative approach used in this study in an effort to
answer the above questions.

This section will also describe

the process for selecting the participants, the research
design and data collection strategies, management of the
data collected, and the problems encountered in conducting
the study.

Rationale for Use of the Qualitative Method

This study focuses on the Quality of Work Life from the
perspective of the worker with developmental disabilities.
A qualitative design was chosen because of the inadequacies
of previous research to examine the meaning individuals with
developmental disabilities make of their lives.

Research

completed thus far has been limited due to such issues as:
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(1)

the perception of the non-disabled population that

individuals with disabilities are incapable of having an
opinion;

(2)

the communication problems of individuals with

developmental disabilities;

(3)

the ability of individuals

with developmental disabilities to understand terms normally
used by members of the non-disabled group; and

(4)

the lack

of instruments to help obtain information.
Quantitative means,

such as surveys and questionnaires,

would not be appropriate for this study due to the limited
expressive and receptive language skills of many individuals
with developmental disabilities.
writing skills.

Also, many have few

Research strategies that have been used

with individuals with developmental disabilities have
employed a questionnaire of Likert-type faces as answers to
questions,

combinations of yes/no, multiple choice and open

ended questions,

or qualitative methods which included

in-depth interviews, participant observation,
studies

(Lam & Chan,

1988; Heal & Sigelman,

Taylor,

1982; Edgerton,

1967; Moseley,

1988,

and case

1990; Bogdan &
1990).

Qualitative methods have appeared to be most useful in
gathering information about individuals with developmental
disabilities,

and in general,

these methods are considered

especially critical in studying the concerns of those
individuals with severe handicaps
1984;

Lovett & Harris,

(Stainbeck & Stainbeck,

1987; Biklen & Moseley,

1988).

Qualitative research stresses the importance of the
individual * s perspective regarding his/her social world
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based upon the many experiences found in everyday life.
This social world that the individual has created is either
reaffirmed or changed based upon additional experiential
information that becomes available for consideration.
Therefore,

ontologically,

consciousness.

reality is a product of individual

Epistomologically,

the knowledge one

acquires and how one understands the social world is based
on personal experience.
interpretive paradigm,

Qualitative methods,

is concerned with understanding an

individuals world from their subjective view
Morgan 1985?

Denzin,

based on the

1983),

(Burrell &

and is the interest of this

study.

Selection of Participants
Participants

for this study were selected from three

human services agencies

in Western Massachusetts that

provide integrated employment options to individuals with
developmental disabilities

.

Two agencies also managed

sheltered workshops as well as being involved with
integrated employment.

Agency heads were contacted by

telephone and a letter and a brief description of the study
was sent to explain the study.
participate,

Once the agencies agreed to

a meeting was scheduled with the Executive

Director or Program Director of the agency to further
elaborate on worker criteria for selection and the concern
of the study.

In addition,

members of the agencies were

given a copy of consent forms outlining the rights of all
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participants and a letter of disclosure indicating the role
of the researcher.
Each agency was asked to develop a list of workers who
would meet the criteria established.

Criteria included the

following:
1.

Workers must have at least one year of experience
in a segregated work setting and at least one year
experience in an integrated work setting.

They

must be presently employed in an integrated work
setting.
2.

The age of the workers must be between 25 and 55.

3.

The workers may live in any type of setting:
home,

4.

apartment,

group

staffed apartment or institution.

The worker must be able to respond to open-ended
questions.

Augmentative communication systems or

sign language may be used.

Assistance from

individuals who know the worker is acceptable.
5. The worker must be considered an employee of the
integrated work site and may not be paid by the
human service agency.
The fifth criteria was discarded when two individuals
who previously had met the last category began to be paid
through the human services agency.
change in placement,

This was a result of

and an agreement between the present

integrated work site and the human service agency.

These

individuals had been asked to participate and were eager to
do so,

therefore,

they were not eliminated from the study.
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Because of issues surrounding confidentiality,

each of

the human service agencies chose their own method to allow
access to the list of possible participants.

One agency

chose to have their staff speak to the workers to determine
if they were willing to participate.
individuals accepted.

Three of nine possible

The second agency established a list

of nine individuals and numbered the possible participants.
Individuals were selected at random.
guardians contacted,

Of the first three

two allowed their sons to participate.

Another name was randomly selected from the list and the
guardian and worker agreed to participate.
had two possible participants.

One guardian refused to give

permission for her son to participate.
granted permission and he was

The final agency

The other guardian

interviewed for the study.

Research Design and Data Collection
Three different methods were used to gather data for
this study:

interviews,

individual work sites,

observation or visitation to
and a review of data regarding the

worker's job placement or archival data relevant to the
study.

To help enhance generalizability of the research

results and to help guard against researcher bias,
recommended by Marshall and Rossman
Bogdan

(1984),

and Patton

(1980),

(1989),

as

Taylor and

triangulation was used.

In addition to conducting interviews with the seven workers
with developmental disabilities,

interviews were also

conducted with five supervisors and two case workers.
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Three

program directors gave general background information about
the agencies and their goals.

Depending upon the type of

work placement and the approval of the host industry,
co-workers of the workers with developmental disabilities
were interviewed.
this study.

Three co-workers were interviewed for

The purpose of all these interviews was to

corroborate or elaborate upon the answers given by the
workers with developmental disabilities,
suggested by Sigelman and others

(1983).

a strategy
Agreement between

the worker with developmental disabilities and others helped
to judge the quality of the information given.

However,

it

should be noted that failure of significant others to
corroborate the statements of the worker does not
necessarily negate what the worker has said.
Heal

& Sigelman

(1990),

According to

research has shown that individuals

who are mentally retarded tend to under report the
activities that significant others mention.
Interviews were also conducted with three of the
guardians

in an effort to reveal

if the integrated job

affected the general quality of life of the individual
outside the

workplace.

Content for these interviews was

determined after information had been gathered through
interviews with the workers.

Information regarding social

ties with co-workers outside of work and participation
within the community was of importance in the study.
Twenty-three individuals were interviewed during the course
of the study.
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The Interview Strategy
Interviews were the major tool of the research
strategy.

This method was chosen because it gave a large

amount and variety of data quickly.

It also offered the

opportunity to use follow-up questions to help clarify what
had been said.

Marshall and Rossman

(1989)

note that

in-depth interviews are more conversation than formal
nature,
formal.

however,

in

there is a range from the informal to the

Because this research addresses specific Quality of

Work Life issues as described by Walton

(1974),

informal

conversation was used to sensitize the participants as to
the area of interest and for the purpose of building a
relationship with the individuals.

Formal questions were

then used to help gather information regarding the specific
issues of the study.
The interview strategy employed several methods for
obtaining information.

At the beginning of the interview,

questions regarding the individuals background were asked
to gain an understanding about the age,
history of the individuals.
contacted,

education,

and work

Since supervisors were to be

other information such as supervisors name,

business address and telephone numbers were obtained.
times,

the
Many

the participant could not answer these specific

questions,

and therefore guardians or case worker interviews

were used to gain this information.
An interview guide was developed to conduct the
interviews.

While an informal
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in-depth strategy would have

been desired,

time constraints,

specific areas,
others

(Moseley,

the need to focus on several

problems of this procedure experienced by
1990),

and personal experience working with

individuals with developmental disabilities,

a more formal

approach using an interview guide was chosen.

The interview

guide outlined specific areas of interest regarding Quality
of Work Life issues.

Its*

purpose was to obtain similar

types of information from all the participants with
developmental disabilities,

while allowing for the

interviewer to explore or ask for additional
a result of participant's answers,
(1980)

and Taylor & Bogdan

information as

as described by Patton

(1984).

Questions regarding

experiences and feelings were developed in order to gain a
full understanding of each individual's work life.
Experience questions,
to me?",

such as

"Can you describe the workshop

helped in understanding what would have been seen

if the researcher had been there with the participant.
Because workshops that two individuals previously attended
no longer existed,

or were in different states,

this was the

best method to gain an understanding about the participant's
previous work experience.

Questions regarding feelings are

asked to help the researcher understand the emotional
responses to the experience explored
this study,

(Patton 1980).

these responses were important,

For

as the study was

designed to help gain a better understanding about how
workers with developmental disabilities perceive their work
lives.

Because of this goal,

questions such as
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"How did you

feel about not being able to choose your job?” were
considered important.
At least one interview was conducted with each worker
with developmental disabilities.

The initial

interviews

lasted from twenty-five to forty-five minutes each.
Depending upon the time available for the interview,

amount

of information gathered based on the individual's ability to
understand the content of the questions,

and questions which

developed after transcribing the interviews,

a second

interview was conducted with three of the participants.
Additional reasons

for the second interviews

included

clarifying information given in the first interview or for
elaboration purposes.
Interviews were also conducted with guardians.
interviews

These

focused on their perceptions of how their sons

reacted to their integrated work sites and how they felt
about their sheltered workshop placements.

This time was

also used to clarify information obtained through the
interviews with their sons,
unclear.

In some cases,

as some of the answers were

the workers did not know how much

they earned or if they earned any benefits.

While an

interview guide was used to direct the course of the
interview,

guardians offered additional

the worker's home and social

information about

life which helped to give a

more complete picture of the individual.
Interviews with supervisors helped to gain information
about the worker's employment and the general work
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organization.

Of interest also was the supervisor's

perspective regarding the hiring and supervision of
individuals with developmental disabilities.

Co-worker

interviews were limited, but were aimed at determining the
relationship the co-worker had with the worker,
of knowledge about the worker,

the extent

and how they believed the

worker felt about having a job at that company.
Although all interviews were audio taped to assure that
data obtained would be described as accurately as possible,
field notes,

as suggested by Bogdan and Biklen (1982),

Taylor and Bogdan

(1984)

were also maintained.

and

The field

notes assisted in monitoring what had been discussed,
recorded impressions regarding the interviews, maintained
descriptions of work sites,

and helped to determine what

information needed to be clarified in future interviews with
the participants or significant others.

Other information,

such as non-verbal gestures, were documented,

and taken into

account when analyzing the data.

Observations/Visitation to Worksites
Visitations were made to the work sites of the
individuals who participated in the study.
individuals at least once while they worked.

I observed six
Observation

lasted from twenty minutes to one hour in duration.

One

individual was observed twice and another was observed three
times.

Accessibility to the work area determined the time

spent observing.

During these observations,
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each of the

individuals was actively involved in the completion of his
job responsibilities.

Five of the six individuals observed

were not aware of my presence at the time, however,

they did

know that I was going to visit the work site sometime after
the interviews were conducted.
jobs,

Due to the nature of the

only two of the individuals had the opportunity to

socialize with co-workers at the time of the observation.
The purpose of these observations was to help to gain an
understanding about the type of environment they worked in,
the kind of tasks they were asked to complete,

and the

amount of interaction these individuals had with supervisors
and co-workers.

One worker was not observed,

as this

individual was considered an "occasional" employee, who,
because of lack of work,

had not been called in to work for

several weeks.

I was able to tour the work site,

However,

observed the individual’s non-handicapped peers completing
the work,

and was able to ask questions about the job.

In addition to visiting the worksites and observing the
workers doing their jobs,

I was also able to visit one of

the sheltered workshops, where three of individuals had
worked.

I had detailed knowledge of another sheltered

workshop where one of the individuals worked in the past.
One workshop that employed three of the workers was no
longer operable,
years ago,

or the individuals worked there so many

a visitation was not seen as being of

significance.
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These observations were important because they gave me
an understanding about what type of work environment the
workers came from,

and the type of work environments in

which they had been placed.

More detailed descriptions of

the integrated work sites and the sheltered workshops are
given in the next chapter of this study.

Review of Worker Records/Archival Data
Whenever possible, work records held by the human
service agencies were reviewed in an effort to chart work
histories, which included the types of jobs the worker had,
educational background, wages earned in previous jobs,

and

work related problems which may have resulted in
terminations.

Information gathered from the records was

instrumental in understanding the types of jobs individuals
held, work they completed in sheltered employment,

and how

wages increased or decreased depending upon placement.
most cases,

due to issues surrounding confidentiality,

In
case

workers gave me desired information during my interviews
with them.

Summary of Data Collection Methods
Three data collection strategies were used to obtain
information which would answer the research questions
regarding Quality of Work Life from the perspective of the
worker with developmental disabilities.

Interviews were

conducted with seven individuals with developmental
disabilities and the interview process was a major source of
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data collection.

Along with the workers,

against researcher bias,
verify data.
directors,

Co-workers,

to help guard

triangulation methods were used to
supervisors,

case workers, program

and guardians also were interviewed to help

clarify and expand upon information given by the workers.
review of the worker*s records,

as available, was conducted.

Case workers gave information about work history,
disability,

A

levels of

and educational backgrounds of the workers with

developmental disabilities.
and record reviews,

In addition to the interviews

observations and visitations were made

to the integrated work sites and the sheltered workshops,

as

available.
By using the above collection methods,

sufficient data

was collected to determine how these workers with
developmental disabilities perceived their work life in the
past and in the present.

Data Management
The workers with developmental disabilities were
interviewed in various settings.

These settings were

determined by the workers or significant others who made the
decision for them.
workers,

These settings included the homes of the

or in the offices at various human services

agencies.
As recommended by Taylor and Bogdan
Marshall and Rossman
process,

(1989),

and emerging trends,

(1984),

and

data analysis was an ongoing
themes and concepts were
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monitored throughout the study.

While particular questions

developed for the interviews focused upon Quality of Work
Life issues,

other important themes began to emerge which

focused on issues regarding disabilities and the importance
of integrated work.

As data continued to be collected,

Quality of Work Life from the perception of the worker with
developmental disabilities began to be redefined.
The tapes of the workers were transcribed as soon as
possible after the interview because of the difficulty in
understanding several of the individuals involved.

I wanted

to be certain to remember what was said because the tape
could not clearly record all of the conversation.
addition,
questions,

In

I used this information to formulate follow-up
as necessary,

for workers,

questions to be used with guardians,
supervisors,

and to develop
case managers,

and co-workers.

As recommended by Taylor and Bogdan

(1984)

coded

categories were developed during the research process using
the interviews with all workers with developmental
disabilities and significant others,
archival data.

field notes,

Categories were added,

and

(as with the issue

regarding perceptions regarding being disabled), deleted due
to insignificance
redefined

(social relevance of work life),

or

(what benefits mean to workers with developmental

disabilities).
Interpretation of the data took into account researcher
impact upon the workers with developmental disabilities.
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since they were not familiar with me,
of the data was directly solicited.

and the fact that most
The influence of

guardians present during some interviews with the
participants was of importance to consider.

Researcher bias

was also considered when interpreting the data,
by Taylor and Bogdan

as suggested

(1984).

The names of all the participants,

as well as the human

services agencies and work areas, were changed to protect
the confidentiality of all involved.

An attempt was made to

limit the descriptions used to describe those involved in
the process to assure anonymity.

Problems Encountered With Interviewers and Observations
There were a number of problems encountered in the
implementation process of this study.

These problems

involved the misunderstanding of terms or phrases resulting
in inconsistent answers to questions,

and the inability of

some workers with developmental disabilities to remember
specific details regarding past employment.

There was a

reluctance of some significant others to participate,

and

some employers would not allow access to the co-workers of
the participants chosen for the study.

There was limited

opportunity to observe workers during the execution of their
job responsibilities,

and in some cases, guardians were

present during the interview with their sons.
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Misunderstanding of Terms and Phrases
Comprehension of terms and phrases varied amongst the
participants.
questions,

It was therefore necessary to re-phrase

change terms within questions,

and ask the same

type of question at different times during the interview or
on follow-up interviews.
As an example, when asked,

(I=Interviewer),

is

you like to tell me anything else about your job?”
"No,

'cause we have to wear rubber gloves now."

"Would
Ken:

Subsequent

questions revealed Ken was referring to issues regarding
safety at his work place.

Another example is as follows:

"Did they ever ask you to work overtime?"
in the morning when I came in."

George:

"Earlier

What George was referring

to was that he previously had different work hours.
review of the taped transcript,

I:

Through

the rephrasing of questions

during other parts of the interview,

and confirming

information with significant others,

I was able to finally

understand what most of the workers meant.
Inability of Workers to Remember Details
One of the questions under consideration in this study
was to determine if the Quality of Work Life of the
participants changed since being placed in integrated
employment.

Many of the individuals did not remember

particulars regarding wages, benefits,

or types of jobs

completed when they worked in sheltered employment,

although

they did remember if they liked or disliked this work
environment.

Other sources were contacted in an attempt to
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verify information, however, most records were not available
for the time period that the individuals worked at the
workshop.
Reluctance to Participate
It was the intent of this study to speak with the co¬
workers of the participants to get a better understanding of
the job and the participants relationships with co-workers.
However,
First,

there were several problems with this design.

four participants held jobs with limited interactions

with co-workers,

or employers were more than reluctant to

give the names of co-workers who could be contacted.
case,

In one

the guardian of the worker refused to give permission

to speak with either the employer or the co-workers of her
son.

She did not want these individuals to know that her son

was a participant in the study.
attention to his handicap,

This would serve to bring

and from her perspective,

this

was contrary to the philosophy of supported employment.

I

was able to speak with two co-workers of one individual,

and

another co-worker volunteered to assist me in gathering
information about the seventh participant.
Limited Opportunities for Observation
Due to the nature of the work areas,

it was not

possible to complete as many observations as I would have
liked.

However,

it is noted that the participants are

considered part of the normal workforce,

and other than

i

brief observations would serve as a disruption of the
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workplace, which certainly was not the intent of the
researcher.
Involvement of the Guardian
In the case of one worker,

the guardian remained in the

room during the interview which had both advantages and
disadvantages.

The worker was very difficult to understand

and answers to a number of questions were unintelligible.
The guardian was able to prompt the worker to slow down or
repeat the answers.
guardian later on,

In addition, when I interviewed the
she was able to add valuable information

about her son's job placement that he was unable to give.
What was of concern was that the worker would look at his
guardian when answering some questions which led me to
believe he was looking for a sign that the answers he was
giving were correct to give.

In addition,

at times the

guardian would ask a question unrelated to the interview at
hand,

or the worker would begin discussing issues regarding

what he and his mother did at home.

It was necessary to

redirect the flow of the interview.

There was, however,

important information obtained through their discussions,
about the worker's family life and the interactions he had
with neighbors.

Summary
Qualitative research strategies were used to determine
if workers with developmental disabilities perceived a
difference in the quality of their work lives as a result of
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placement from a segregated work environment to an
integrated work environment.

Of interest also was what

Quality of Work Life criteria,

as defined by Walton

(1974)

was important to them.
Data were collected through interviews with the workers
and significant others,
supervisors,

such as guardians,

case managers,

co-workers,

and program directors.

Observa¬

tions of the integrated work sites were made in an effort to
understand the jobs the workers held and what their work
lives were like.

The sheltered workshops were observed so

that information gathered during the interviews could more
easily be understood.

Work records were reviewed to gain

information about the work history of the individuals.
Together,

these strategies helped me to understand the work

lives of these workers with developmental disabilities from
their perspectives.
There were a number of problems encountered in this
research effort which included the workers inability to
understand terms and phrases used during the interview,
their inability to remember details of their work history,
and my inability to understand them at all times during the
interviews.

However,

other sources were used to gather this

information as described above. Greater access to co-workers
would have been helpful in determining the level of
participation of the co-worker at work with the participant
and the role he/she played in the work life of the
participant.

Finally, while one guardian did inhibit
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interactions between the worker and the researcher,
instrumental

she was

in providing information and clarifying what

the worker said during the interview.
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CHAPTER 4

THE INTERVIEW DATA

Introduction
This chapter will present the data gathered during the
study.

The first section of the chapter will present

general characteristics of the workers with developmental
disabilities who participated in the study.

The data for

this section was gathered through the interviews with the
participants,

interviews with guardians and caseworkers,

and

from reviewing worker records.
The second section of the chapter will describe two of
the sheltered workshops that previously employed four of the
participants prior to their placements into integrated
employment.

The information for this section was obtained

through discussions with program directors and through
observations.

The purpose of this section is to give the

reader an understanding of the work environments because the
participants

in the study discuss their perceptions of these

work areas and their feelings about working there.
The third section describes the integrated work
environments where the participants are presently employed.
This section will help the reader understand the job
responsibilities held by the participants and the wages
these

individuals earn for their work.
The last section of this chapter reviews the interview

data.

Because the purpose of this study was to determine
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the perceptions of the workers with developmental
disabilities regarding their work lives,
interviews are presented.
workers,

case workers,

segments of the

Parts of the interviews from co¬

supervisors,

and guardians are also

presented to help clarify information given by the workers
and to present their perspectives as well.

This section is

divided into categories similar to those criteria outlined
by Walton

(1974)

which described the Quality of Work Life

for ease in presentation.

However,

arose during the interviews,

because of issues that

an additional section regarding

the workers perspective on disability was added.

Worker Characteristics
Due to issues surrounding confidentiality,

only general

characteristics of the workers with developmental
disabilities will be described.

Because only one female was

interviewed for this study, her name will be changed to that
of a male to assure anonymity.
All of the participants in the study were involved in
special education programs prior to their employment at
sheltered workshops throughout Western Massachusetts.

The

ages of the participants range between 27 years of age and
38 years of age, with the average age of 33.

According to

case workers and available records, participants have been
diagnosed as falling in the borderline to moderate range of
mental retardation.

Other disabilities include cerebral

palsy and epilepsy.

Five of the workers live at home with
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family members,

one lives in an apartment by himself,

and

one lives in a state facility which provides services to the
developmentally disabled.

All of the workers with

developmental disabilities had been employed in at least one
integrated employment site prior to being placed in their
present jobs by the human services agencies.

In addition,

all had at least one year of experience working in
segregated employment settings completing sub-contract work
at less than minimum wage.

The Sheltered Workshop Setting
Two sheltered workshop settings that previously
employed four of the participants were visited to help gain
a better understanding about the prior work lives of the
individuals.

One workshop, which employed the other three

individuals, was no longer operable.

The workshops were

very similar in the way work areas were designed and the
type of work the individuals completed.
Large groups of workers sat at long tables or in
sectioned areas throughout the workshops.

The workers with

developmental disabilities sat side by side completing
simple tasks,

such as packaging saw blades, placing stickers

on envelopes,

and putting calendars in plastic bags.

Staff

walked around the table constantly instructing and
correcting workers, monitoring the quality of the finished
product and recording how many pieces were completed by each
worker.

Workers were paid sub-minimum wages based upon the
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number of pieces completed.
workshops.
holidays,

Benefits varied between the

One offered a one week paid vacation,
and no sick leave benefits.

paid holidays,

some

The other offered

and up to two weeks paid leave and ten days

sick leave, which was earned by the workers with
developmental disabilities based upon attendance.
Both workshops were highly structured.

Work tasks were

chosen based on contracts which needed to be completed.
There was little room for choice of jobs to be completed.
The work areas were generally quiet and the only interaction
was between staff and workers,
instructed.

as the workers were being

There was little opportunity for the workers to

get up and move about the work areas.

All the jobs

completed were sedentary in nature.

Integrated Work Environments
The workers with developmental disabilities were
involved in a variety of different jobs and work sites,
although three of the seven participants worked in the food
service industry.
Two of the workers,
vacuuming rugs,

Their jobs included a variety of tasks.
Fred and Dan, began their day by

followed by working on the food line serving

desserts, making coffee or tea,

filling napkin holders,

or

working in the dishroom taking clean items from the
dishwasher and putting them away.

The third individual,

Henry, was mostly involved with working in the dishwasher
area loading the dishwasher,

putting away the dishes.
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polishing silverware, mopping the kitchen floors and taking
out the trash.

The wage for all these jobs was $4.25/hour,

or the Federal minimum wage.
George was employed as a service clerk at a local
grocery store.

The only responsibility this individual had

was to gather the carriages from the parking lot and bring
them back to the entrance of the store.

Although the other

service clerks also bagged groceries and did some general
cleaning of the supermarket area,

this worker was removed

from the responsibility due to his inability to remember how
to bag the groceries,

and his occasional conversations with

customers which were considered "inappropriate" at times.
He earned $5.50 an hour,

having recently received a raise.

The title of one worker,
Office Manager.

Gary, was that of Assistant

This individual began working as a

receptionist and his main responsibility was to answer the
telephone and take messages.

He earned his new title as a

result of assuming additional responsibilities which
included learning how to use the photocopy machine and
taking care of the office supply cabinet.

This last job was

viewed as important because the worker was given his own
key.

This "symbol" meant that he was considered a more

responsible worker.

This individual earned $4.35 an hour.

Another "entry level job" held by a participant in this
group was that of a janitor at a department store.

Ken

recently received a raise and earns $7.35 per hour, more
than the other workers in this study.
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His job was to

maintain the customer's restrooms throughout the day,
trash,

empty

and keep the store as neat as possible by picking up

trash off the floor.
The last worker, Ted, was considered an "occasional"
employee, meaning he was called in to work when the employer
needed the extra help.

This was the only union shop of all

the integrated work areas,

and according to the supervisor,

this worker with developmental disabilities was only called
into work once all the union workers had sufficient work to
do.

The major responsibility of this worker with

developmental disabilities, when he was working, was to wrap
stacks of paper,

place the packages on the skids,

and then

bring the skid to a storage area once it was filled.

A

union employee helped out during the wrapping process and
monitored the work of the participant.
considered a co-worker.
the integrated site,
In summation,

The union worker is

This worker, when he does work at

earns $6.55 an hour.

the workers with developmental

disabilities are employed in a variety of different job
settings,

although most of the jobs would be considered low

level entry positions.

Wages range from minimum of $4.25 to

$7.35 per hour.

Interview Data and Results
One purpose of this study was to determine if workers
with developmental disabilities perceived a difference in
the quality of their work lives as a result of employment
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placement into an integrated work setting from sheltered
employment.

Based upon the response of the workers to

questions regarding their jobs in both sheltered employment
and in integrated works sites,

the answer is definitely yes.

The importance of the Quality of Work Life criteria,
defined by Walton

(1974),

and Davis and Cherns

as

(1975),

began

to emerge during the study.
The Meaning of Wages.

Raises and Benefits

All of the workers with developmental disabilities earn
more now than when they worked in sheltered employment,

and

the concept of earning more is important to most of them.
Several of the workers had no real understanding of how much
they earned,

but they did understand the relationship

between working in their present jobs and earning more
money.
ways,

They used their earnings in a variety of different
and how some of them used their money resulted in how

they perceived themselves as an integral part of their
family.

Real jobs meant ‘'real” wages and resulted in an

increase in self-esteem.

For most, wages and raises were

not at all dependent upon the job performance of the
individuals,

but on budgeting constraints or company

policies.
According to Fred, he earned about a dollar a day at
the workshop and knew that wasn't much money.

In addition,

he earned some sick time and got major holidays off, but
couldn't remember the specifics.
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He earned no vacation

time.

He was not happy about the wages,

and feels that

earning more now has increased opportunities in his life.
Fred:
Well, it made me freer to do more things with
it,
whereas I couldn't do much before.
Interviewer
Fred:

(I):

So you buy things that you want?

If I need anything, yeah.

Fred is paid $4.25 and hour now and he cashes his check
at the bank each week.

He is aware that co-workers earn

more and believes that pay is based on what job the
individual worker has been given.

Fred's wages have little

to do with his work performance and they are based entirely
upon the budgetary constraints of his employer.
started his job three years ago,

he earned minimum wage.

Because he now receives $4.25 an hour,
he believes he earned the raise,
occurring due to Federal law.

When Fred

the new minimum wage,

rather than the raise

Although happy with his

present wage, he stated that he would like to earn more.
I:

Why do you think you deserve more?

Fred:
Well, I'm a hard worker and ...urn...other people
see that in me too.
Two years ago...urn...other people
have said that I worked harder than all the other
students here.
And, that seemed to lift my spirits and
ah...I thank them for that compliment too.
Fred's supervisor reviews his wages yearly,

but even

after three years, he has not earned an increase in wages
based on performance.

Fred's work is characterized by his

supervisor as "usually very good..and he works fairly
independently... he is just,
really a nice person."

you know,

delightful.

He's

When I asked Fred's case worker if
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Fred worked real hard, would he be considered for a raise,
the answer was no.

The case worker has not pursued the

issue of a raise because of the fear that Fred would lose
his job.
Fred is not paid directly by his employer.
paying him directly,

Rather than

an arrangement was made to pay the

human service agency who then pays Fred at the end of the
week.

It was unclear why this method was chosen.

Also,

any

benefits he does receive are granted by the human services
agency.

He is given major holidays, but was unsure whether

he earned sick leave.
time,

He does not get any paid vacation

but since his job is "seasonal," he has his summers

off.
For Fred,

earning more money is important because it

allows him to buy what he wants and needs.

He has learned

that raises are given for hard work, but in the case of his
present employment,

this is clearly not the case.

He would

like to earn more money and believes that he should, based
upon the hard work that he does and the feedback given to
him by others who work with him.
George is aware that he earns more now as a service
clerk than a sub-contractor at the workshop.

When asked how

much he got paid at the supermarket, he answered "I get ten
bucks" but at the workshop "only two bucks a day."
was not happy earning so little at the workshop.
George did not understand basic money concepts,
according to his guardian,

George
Clearly,

but

he does understand that money can
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help him buy what he wants.
George,

What is most important to

is that he helps his family pay the bills, which

legitimatizes the job he has and the money he earns for that
job.

George has earned a raise since he first began his job

a little over a year ago.

Like Fred,

his raise has far less

to do with work performance than with employer policies.
Workers who remain at the supermarket, which means they are
not terminated,

receive a pay increase based on the total

job of a sales clerk.

George has done well enough

collecting carriages to maintain employment and to receive a
raise.

For George,

earning more money hasn't made much of a

difference in his life financially.

He is allowed to

withdraw ten dollars a week from his bank account to buy
soda and snacks.

His guardian explains:

Guardian:
Like I said, I think he's making $5.50 an
hour.
He got a raise since he started.
So the
money...money doesn't really have...it's money and he
knows he can spend it.
But he knows he's earning money
and he likes that.
And another thing that he always
likes to tell me is he's paying the bills.
So he
feels, he really feels like he's contributing, and I
think he feels good about that.
His fifty dollars a
week certainly doesn't pay the mortgage, but it does
help, you know, and he realizes and understands that
he's helping.
I think he feels good about that.
George works less than 20 hours a week by choice,

and

because of this, he receives no benefits from the
supermarket.

He does believe he gets vacation time because

he goes away with his family on vacation each year.
"vacation" that he does get is unpaid,

The

and the employer

accommodates the needs of the family by allowing the absence
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without threat of termination.

He receives no other

benefits.
George understands that earning more money is important
and he feels good that he is able to earn more money now
than at the workshop.

The money itself, which would allow

him to purchase more is really insignificant, because
whatever he earns, he is allotted only $10.00 a week because
of his inability to manage it.

This practice might be

considered a disincentive to work, however, what is of
importance to George is that he contributes to meeting the
financial needs of the family.

George earns no benefits

because he chooses not to work the part-time hours required.
What is more important,
as Wednesdays.
work more hours,

is to have the weekends off,

as well

Although George's employer would like him to
they accommodate his wishes and schedule

him accordingly.
Based on case files and Henry's supervisor, Henry,
doesn't understand much about money.

too,

Henry thinks he earns

$58.72 an hour and that he gets raises.

He believes that

his co-workers receive the same pay he does.

Henry doesn't

remember what he made at the workshop, but believes those
wages were sufficient for him.

Henry gets paid by check

each week and a case worker helps him cash his check.

The

wages that Henry earns have little to do with his
performance on the job,

although Henry's supervisor stated

that employees get paid based on job performance.

Henry's

supervisor describes Henry's work as good to very good.
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Is

What does he earn per hour?

Supervisor:
Is

Minimum wage.

Do you think he*s happy with those wages?

Supervisors
Everything's in one's and twenty's to
Henry.
You know, he's not aware of money.
Is

So the money aspect of it...

Supervisor:
Doesn't phase, you know.
I don't think it
makes any difference to him whatsoever.
The big
difference to us is we were told if he makes so much
that he loses his benefits.
So, he's kept pretty much
in check.
And basically, it works both ways because he
breaks a lot.
So, there will be a week where he'll
break a hundred dollars worth (of dishes) ..so yeah.
Henry likes working better at his present worksite
although the increase in money has little to do with that.
According to Henry, more money doesn't mean he gets to do
more things.

Henry is very active outside of work doing

activities that cost him little money.
earn he uses to buy coffee and snacks,

The money he does
and that is

sufficient to meet his needs.
Henry earns one week of vacation,
to go away to camp each year.

and he uses that time

Henry's supervisor stated

that "there are no holidays in the business..there's no time
and a half for working holidays or anything like that...and
no..no.,

there's never really been sick time in the

business."

Henry knows he doesn't earn any other paid

benefits other than his vacation, yet it doesn't seem to
matter.
Ted uses the money he earns to buy gifts for others
2which is very important to him.
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He saves his money in his

own Christmas account.
calls

In addition,

he does have what he

"house money" which allows him to purchase small

items

for himself.

Ted has little understanding of money,

clearly knows

its purpose and that he can use it to buy what

he wants.

but

His guardian states that "if someone gave him

three one's,

he'd rather have that than a five...I don't

think he will ever be able to understand."
how much he makes an hour,

probably due to the fact that he

only works occasionally at his
other times,

Ted has no idea

integrated work site.

At

he goes to the workshop where he is assigned to

a work crew of several other workers with developmental
disabilities who work under the supervision of an agency
employee.

There,

work completed.

he is again paid a piece-rate wage for
Ted knows he gets paid more at his

integrated work site than he did at the workshop,
happy with that.

and he is

The only benefits Ted receives are those

granted by the workshop,

since he doesn't work enough hours

in his integrated work site to earn any benefits.
believes that he earns two weeks of vacation,
according to his guardian,

Ted

although

he actually earns one week paid

vacation through the human services agency.
Ken is in a most interesting situation when it comes to
comparing the wages he made a the workshop and the wages he
now makes working in an integrated work setting.
workshop,

At the

Ken earned far less per hour than he does now.

According to Ken,

he was unhappy with the wages he received

at the workshop and knows that what you made "depends
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(on)

what the job was and how many people worked on it."
guardian kept one pay check for Ken.

Ken's

She explains:

Guardian:
...Plus the fact that he was making so
little money sometimes $11 checks.
As a matter of
fact, I saved one check, I just couldn't believe it.
It was for 8 cents.
I still have it...First of all I
said I would be ashamed to cash it.
But then I
thought, no, I've got to save this to remind me that
one week he made point zero eight cents.
Ken earns far more per hour now than ever before in
his work life.

However,

Ken must pay for his own

transportation to and from work,
his earned wages.

which costs him nearly half

Although this is the case,

prefers to work in integrated employment.

Ken still

With the money he

has left after paying for his transportation and work
clothes,

and his contribution toward household expenses,

puts his money in the bank.
"something that comes

Ken

He takes money out for trips or

..up or whatever."

Ken feels that his

present salary is sufficient to meet his needs.
Ken has little concept of money,

Although

he felt that receiving his

first raise was "very important...very,

very,

important".

Ken earns one week paid vacation from the employer since he
has worked there for one year.
guardian,
all

At the request of his

his hours were reduced to part-time status,

and

future benefits received will be based upon this

part-time status.
end of the week,

Because Ken works three days towards the
he does not earn paid holidays.

Dan remembers little about the sheltered workshops that
he worked in previously but stated that he was happy with
those wages back then,

although he could not articulate as
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to why this was so.
additional hours

Dan understands the concept of working

for additional pay,

but does not know how

much he earns per hour at the present time.

Dan gives his

paycheck to his mother who then deposits the money into his
bank account.

He understands that he can use his earned

money to purchase items he wishes to buy.
case worker,

According to his

he enjoys receiving his paycheck each week and

gets excited on pay day.

The raise Dan received was based

strictly upon the increase of the Federal minimum wage
within the last several years.

While Dan's wages were

reviewed annually by the employer and case worker,

Dan has

not received a raise based upon work performance.

The case

worker believed that discussing the possibility of a raise
might result in Dan's termination,
has not been pursued further.

and therefore the issue

Dan receives no benefits from

the employer since he is considered an "occasional"
part-time employee.

He is granted vacation time through the

human service agency.
Gary did not want to talk about his experiences in
sheltered employment,

but was clear that he was unhappy with

the wages he earned.

He also earned no benefits at the

workshop.

At the moment,

Gary earns $4.35 an hour,

believes is adequate to meet his needs.

which he

Gary's salary is

determined by the contractual obligation of the employer
with other agencies and he has not received a pay raise
since obtaining this job.
supervisor,

However,

this is not unusual,
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according to his

since no one else in the

organization has either.

Gary earns benefits based upon his

part-time status of 20 hours a week.

He knows he earns

benefits,

but does not know how much.

employer,

he earns vacation time,

According to his

sick leave,

and holidays

based upon part-time status.
Summary
What wages and benefits mean to the workers with
developmental disabilities in the study is very complex.
While most did not understand money concepts,

they did

understand that earning more money was important and
contributed to their perception of increased status as a
worker.

Wages that were earned had less to do with job

performance than with budgeting issues,
or the loss of benefits.

organization policy,

There appeared to be less concern

by the employer with regard to wages and raises when the
workers were paid through the human service agency.
than viewing the workers as actual employees,

Rather

they appeared

to view them as part of a contracted service and wages and
raises were negotiable.

The workers believed,

however,

that

any raise they did receive was based upon the quality of
their work.

Earning more was important to these individuals

because they perceived they could buy things that they
wanted,

including gifts for others,

and that the money they

earned helped to pay their share of the family bills.
Contributing to their family unit was of great importance.
Because most of these individuals worked less than twenty
hours a week,

they did not earn benefits unless the benefits
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were given by the human service agency.

Special arrange¬

ments were made between families and the employer to allow
the worker with developmental disabilities time off without
pay with no threat of job termination.

Benefits did not

appear to be of much importance to the workers because they
were granted time off by the employer when guardians wished.
The participants in the study were clearly more pleased
with the wages they earned in their integrated work site,
opposed to those wages earned in sheltered employment.

as

Two

of the workers indicated that they would like to earn more
money either by getting a raise based upon their job
performance or working the additional hours.
Sheltered Employment vs. Integrated Employment:
Opportunities for Advancement. Job Growth and Autonomy
By far,

integrated work sites offered the workers with

developmental disabilities the opportunity to learn more job
skills and to have more autonomy than the sheltered
employment sites,

although some integrated work sites did

not allow the participants to work to their potential.
Participants described their sheltered employment work sites
as restrictive when it came to jobs offered or the
opportunity to work on a variety of tasks.

In addition,

the

participants were placed in sheltered workshops as a result
of contractual agreements between state agencies and human
service organizations,
had made.

not as a result of any decision they

The majority of jobs offered within workshops

included simple packaging of items sub-contracted from local
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industry.

None of the experiences offered in the sheltered

employment work sites developed skills that would have
helped participants in their present integrated jobs.
work was not available at the sheltered workshop,
were taught,

When

"skills”

meaning the participants would spend their day

learning how to count or identify money.
Ted spoke about his experience at the sheltered
workshop in this way:
I:
How would you describe your experience of working
there (at the sheltered workshop)?
Ted:
I:

(No response,

but makes face.)

You're raising your eyes.

Ted:

I don't know

What does that mean?

(laughs)...Urn...I don't know.

I:
Were you happy with those wages
workshop)
Ted:
I:

Ah,
No,

Ted:
work.

(sheltered

no.

no you weren't.

Why not?

...All they do is sit and wait for them to get

I:
Oh, so when you were there you did a lot of
sitting?
Ted:

Yeah.

I:
Oh,
you?
Ted:
I:
Ted:
I:
Ted:

ok.

And you waited for them to bring work to

Yeah.
Was it busy there?
Psst...All we had to do is sit and wait for them.
You just sat and waited for work?
Yeah.
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Ted:

They wanted me to sit down,

I don't know why.

I:
So they wanted you to sit down,
to sit down and work?

and you didn't like

Ted:
First, I don't want sitting down isn't my
favorite thing because every few seconds you'd pop up
and grab a drink or something or go to the bathroom or
some sort.
I never had my fun.
I:

You never had any fun there?

Ted:
No...I can't even chance to walk around,
tell you to sit down!
I:
So,
down.

they all

when you got up they would tell you to sit

Ted:
Yeah, well, I'd get up walk around they'd say go
back and sit down.
I:
And then when you sat down you'd have to wait for
work?
Ted:

Yeah.

When Ted works

in his integrated work site,

he has more

control over his work.

Although he works together with a

non-disabled co-worker,

his job generally has him doing more

gross motor tasks which require him to stand,
objects,

lift heavy

and use the hand truck to move the finished product

from one area to another.

For Ted,

the integrated work site

allows him to have a little more autonomy in his work,
also allows him to move around,
to do in his sheltered setting.
an "occasional'1
excess work,

and

something he was not allowed
Because Ted is considered

employee and is called only when there is

he has had little opportunity to expand his

work skills at his present integrated work site.

His

supervisor wants to give him additional responsibilities,
but due to the sporadic nature of the job,
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this is unlikely

to occur.

According to one of Ted's co-workers, Ted can do

more than the job he presently performs.
Co-worker:
I:

I think he could do more things.

You do?

Co-worker:
Well, we have one..bagging, but not too
often.
Or restacking.
That's picking up the work and
putting it on a skid.
Because he's careful how he
stacks and lines things up now.
I:

Urn huh.

Co-worker:
In addition,

I think he could do a couple other things.

Ted's co-worker believes that Ted really enjoys

coming to work.
Co-worker:
Oh, he's so happy.
When he comes through
the door he is so proud to know that he...he's like us
and he receives a paycheck, and he's very conscienti¬
ous...very, very..more so than..us...really.
I:

So you think he likes working here?

Co-worker:

Yes,

he does.

The only benefits Ted earns is granted by the human
service agency because he does not work at least twenty
hours each week at his integrated job site.
Henry had a difficult time articulating why he did not
enjoy his stay at the sheltered workshop.
I:

Would you like to go back to work at the workshop?

Henry:
I:

No!

Why not?

Henry:
Because I don't like it there.
(present integrated work site).

I like it at

Henry has a variety of tasks he is responsible for
completing on a daily basis at his integrated work site.
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Over the course of his day he washes dishes,
washes floors,

empties trash,

and on different days, polishes silver and

takes out bottles.

Since beginning his job,

Henry has been

given additional responsibilities which he apparently has
worked into his schedule well.

Henry,

too, was trained to

do his job at the integrated work site by his supervisor at
the work site.

Henry was not trained to do any of the job

tasks he presently completes at his integrated worksite at
the sheltered workshop, which focused on assembly of work
sub-contracted from local industry.
supervisor,

According to Henry's

Henry has the opportunity to have some say in

planning his work day.
Is
Ok.
Does he have any choice of the types of things
he does here or is it pretty much structured?
Supervisor:
No.
His day is pretty much up to him.
It's outlined for him everyday.
He know's he's got
floors to wash, ah...dishes to wash, or certain..you
know the silverware's got to be done before we serve.
But basically, his day, he plans it out himself.
He's
told what's expected of him of the day.
There's one or
two days during the week that we throw out bottles, our
empty liquor bottles, and he knows on that day, you
know, he can do it anytime and he'll come up to me and
say "I'm ready for the bottles."
Henry has a different view point,
although,

feeling that,

he has many job tasks, he feels he has little

choice in what he does, probably due to tasks he doesn't
enjoy doing, but are still part of his job.
I:
Of all the things you do at work, what do you like
that best?
Henry:
Sweep floors and mop them,
Tuesdays and Fridays.
I:

and do silverware on

Urn hum...What do you like to do the least?
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Henry:

Urn..emptying rubbish.

I:
Emptying rubbish.
You don't like emptying rubbish.
Ok.
Do you have any choices in the jobs that you do or
are you told what to do?
Henry:
I:

So you have no choice in the matter?

Henry:
I:

No.

How do you feel about that?

Henry:
I:

I'm told what to do.

Ok.

Henry:

Urn...good.
You feel okay about that?
Yes.

Although Henry is happier at the restaurant than when
he worked at the workshop, he still has another work
preference.

While in school, Henry had the opportunity to

work in a greenhouse,

and that's what he wants to do for

work in the future.
I:
What type of work would you like to be doing two
years from now?
Is there something else you would like
to be doing other than what you're doing?
Henry:

Urn...a greenhouse.

I:
You would still like to work at a greenhouse?
is that?
Henry:
Because I like...I would like to transplant
there you know...and sweeping.
I:
Did you tell anybody you'd like to work in a
greenhouse?
Henry:

No.

I didn't tell anybody.

Like all the other participants in the study,

case

managers chose jobs that they believed the participants
could do, which they called "job matching," although the
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Why

true definition of job matching takes into account the needs
and interests of the individual.

Whether that was the job

the participant wanted to do was not terribly relevant to
the placement.
George did not enjoy his job at the sheltered workshop
for a number of reasons.
Is

I want to talk to you about the workshop.

George:
Is

Yes.

Alright.

George:

Would you ever like to go back there?

No.

Is
Are you happier now than when you worked at the
workshop?
George:
I:

Yes.

How come?

George:

I don't sit around all the time.

Is
So you didn't like the workshop because there
wasn't enough work?
George:

There's nothing to do there.

Is
There's nothing to do there?
what types of things did you do?
George:
Is

I:

Can you explain that?

I mean writing numbers all day.

Write numbers?

George:
I:

Skills.

What does that mean.

George:

Yes.

You really didn't do any work?

George:

When you were there,

No.
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George's present job at the integrated work site offers
him the opportunity for continuous work,

suited to his needs

to be constantly on the move.
George was reluctant to talk about why he has less
responsibilities now than when he began working in his
integrated work site,

stating that the reason he only

collects carriages is that "I do the carriages cause it gets
busy outdoors.

There are more carriages to do."

According

to his supervisor, George is no longer allowed to complete
all aspects of his job due to difficulties in remembering
how to pack groceries,

and for making comments to customers

which brought complaints.

His supervisor explains:

Supervisor:
With George, he only does one thing now;
and that is, he collects carriages.
I:

Is there a reason for that?

Supervisor:
I:

Yes...yes.

Would you like to tell me what that is?

Supervisor:
The reason for that is George has a hard
time to retain in memory how bags should be packed.
And, even though the customers do like to see us employ
the handicapped, we do get backlash, when the
groceries are not packed properly.
And there were also
times when George would say something he really
shouldn't say that the customer found offensive.
So we
decided to try him outdoors as a last measure.
While George does a good job collecting carriages and
returning them to their proper place, he has little
opportunity to learn any new skills.

Collecting the

carriages, which isolates him from co-workers and from other
job tasks, was a "last resort" to keep him from being
terminated.

In his job, he has little control over what he
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does,

and he has little opportunity for advancement.

According to his past work history,

George appears to have

more potential than what is being used at his present work
site.

Having previously worked in the food service

industry,
customers,

he was able to wash dishes, bus tables, wait on
and make a limited number of food items for

customers.
While George says he is happy working at his present
work site,

that happiness appears to revolve more around

having weekends off,

than doing the job itself.

His

guardian believes that he could do much more.
Guardian:
to work.

Urn.

He's always... seems happy about going

I:
Do you think he'll have the opportunity to advance
in his present job?
Guardian:
Doubt it.
I don't think so.
You know, they
might try him again at bagging or maybe try him at
stocking shelves.
Yeah, the possibility exists whether
or not they'll do it.
He's capable yet, but whether or
not they'll do it is another thing.
They're happy with
what he's doing with the carts, so, as long as they're
happy with him doing the carts, and the need somebody
doing the carts, he'll probably just keep doing the
carts.
I:
Ok.
Has he talked to you at all about his future
work, or he's pretty much happy?
Guardian:
Yeah, he's pretty happy with it.
Urn.
I
don't think that doing the carts really allows George
to use all of his potential, for sure, very little of
his potential. ...And so George's got a lot more
potential than what's being tapped now.
You know...if
there was something more available for George where he
could use more of his potential, I'd be happier about
it.
But right now he's happy enough so that's the main
thing.
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George did not enjoy work in sheltered employment
because of the wages and the little work that was available.
But he also does not appear to have the opportunity to use
the skills that he does have in his present integrated work
environment.

Although this is a concern for his guardian,

she believes that George is happier having left the
workshop.
Guardian:
He reached a point where he wasn't eager to
go to the workshop.
And there was a lot of problems
there because his van would half the time not be on
time, or forget to pick him up, so that would set him
off, so you know, or ...
and ...
and wreck his day
and ...
and I think he just got plain bored.
According to George, he plans on working at his present
integrated job site "till I'm 107."
Ken states that he likes every thing about his job as a
janitor and that he would much rather work in his integrated
job site than at the sheltered workshop.
Ken: What did we do? (at the sheltered workshop)
Until we get jobs in for the clients to do.
I:
Was there a lot of that?
you didn't have work to do?

Zilch.

Was there a lot of times

Ken:
Right.
And it was skill work and it only paid 10
cents an hour.
I:
Ken:
I:

Skill work paid 10 cents and hour?
An hour.
What does that mean?

What is skills?

Ken:
Alright, its like counting and sorting, and doing
different work that people don't like to do.
And they
have upset and they throw it.
I:
Ken:

So people don't like to do the skills part?
Un un... No..

None of them don't.
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In addition to the lack of work and low pay at the
workshop,

Ken did not enjoy working there because of the

atmosphere.
Ken:
Noisy, very noisy, everyday.
Kids screaming,
banging, kicking, throwing, punching, swearing at the
staff.
It was, it was awful cause it was all that
and... and it was so loud.
When it happens to you...
happens to you all at once it's real loud.
You can't
turn them all down (laughs).
Ken explains that he didn't really choose this job as a
janitor,

but that human service agency staff chose the job

for him and that "they have too."

What he likes most about

his job is the opportunity to work from 6:00 a.m.
p.m.,

to 2:30

and he gets out of work earlier than when he worked at

the workshop.

Also Ken states that "It's quiet and nobody

bothers me so..".

Ken has the opportunity to do a variety

of job tasks throughout the day,
cleaning restrooms,

including picking up trash,

and cleaning the offices.

opportunity to work fairly independently,
my unobtrusive observations,

He has the

and during one of

I discovered this was the case.

Ken was observed doing his tasks without a supervisor in the
immediate area.
workers,

Ken enjoys working away from other co¬

and his current place of employment offers that

opportunity.
Ken takes pride in his work and believes that he has
the opportunity to be promoted.
I:

What makes you feel that?

Ken:
Because I've worked there for a long time.
And
I've been there for a year now, so...so I've been there
since...since...since she left and stuff.
Urn...since
my boss left.
So I've I've been working there for
about a year.
So.
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Ken has received a raise in the past year, but it is
questionable as to whether he will be promoted to a
different job.

His guardian explains:

Well, Ken has a wonderful memory that won't quit.
He
has so many things going for him, but try to put this
into a work situation...We've always said that about
him.
You know, even when he tests out, you know he's
up here and he's down here, and he's up here... So maybe
if there was a need for something that he was good at,
I don't know how to put this...that utilizes his
strength..how do you channel that into a productive
job?
Ken doesn't talk about his future work and has learned to
accept what he is offered, probably according to his
guardian, as a result of being at the sheltered workshop for
so many years.
Although Gary worked in sheltered employment, he could
remember few details.

Any attempt at gaining additional

information about the workshop made Gary clearly uneasy.
Gary feels he has far more opportunities now, since his
placement in his integrated work site.

At the workshop,

Gary explains "you did what they told you to do, nothing
more, nothing less."

When asked about his workshop

placement, Gary remembered that "this association for
retarded people...decided to put me over in the workshop."
He also remembers that participants were not allowed to work
by themselves.
Gary enjoys the independence he feels he has at his
integrated job site.

He has his own desk, answers the

telephone, and takes messages for co-workers.

Over the past

year, he has been given the additional responsibilities of
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photocopying materials,
office supplies.

filing,

Having his own key to the file cabinet is

very important to him.

According to Gary's supervisor,

has his choice of work tasks.
every six months,
supervisor.

and helping to manage the

Gary

His job is discussed with him

and he has daily communication with his

When asked what he enjoyed most about his job,

Gary explained that "being responsible" was important too
him.

He feels that this particular job makes him a

responsible person.
While Gary has learned a number of skills, his
opportunities for advancement are extremely limited.

His

position is the only non-professional position within the
small office.
I:

His supervisor explains:

Do you see any potential for advancement here?

Supervisor:

Not much,

not much.

I:
This is a pretty small office, the way it is, and
most of you folks are counselor types or whatever
...that limits his options?
Supervisor:
He couldn't ...He couldn't do it.
he's pretty much at full...full potential.

I'd say

Gary enjoys his work, but aspires to be a supervisor,
which would require him to work with other disabled
individuals.

Gary's supervisor and a co-worker indicated

that Gary does not possess the skills or patience to work
with individuals with disabilities.
skills,

Thus, without these

he presently is in a "dead-end" job.

Fred spoke at length about his employment at the
sheltered workshop and his present integrated work site.
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He

had far less outward criticism for his sheltered employment,
having chosen to work there for approximately a year.

His

experiences contained themes similar to the other
participants in the study.

Fred discusses his experiences.

Fred:
I worked there from '85 until, gosh, about the
middle of '86 and that was, ah, that had about 70-80
people in it.
That was a sheltered workshop which
means they would get work and sometimes they wouldn't
get work and it would go for sometimes, it would go a
long, long, time before any work came in, like a month
or two.
And that would be a real "down time."
And
we'd have to bring in games or cards or whatever just
to fill in time.
I:

And what types of things did you do there?

Fred:
Mailings, bookings,
did some zip coding, urn...

ah...we did mailings, and we
and a few other things.

I:
Did you work by yourself or did you work with a
group of other people who did the same job?
Fred:
I:

On a line?

Fred:
I:

We worked on a line.

Yeah.

Did you do a job and pass it to someone else?

Fred:

Right, Right.

I:
Were there any jobs at the sheltered workshop that
you wanted to do but weren't allowed to do?
Fred:
Yeah, there was a couple of jobs I wanted to
but*, ah... they wanted me to do another job rather
than that.
I:

Why is that,

Fred:
Well,
a job.

do you know?

they put me there to ah..have me finish up

Fred is far happier with his present integrated
placement than with his sheltered employment for a variety
of different reasons.

For example,
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Fred is pleased that he

has work to do every day,

that he has a variety of jobs to

do and that he's given some control over his work tasks.
Fred is very independent in completing his job
responsibilities and believes that his co-workers and
supervisor "have faith in me,
knowledge,

ah,

so I do the best of my

and my ability."

Fred has no ambition to

leave his present place of employment stating that "I'd like
to work there forever if I could."

Fred's supervisor has

worked out his job responsibilities with his case worker and
these responsibilities have changed over the last three
years to meet the needs of the organization and in response
to his abilities as a worker.

Fred has had the opportunity

to be exposed to most job duties within the realm of his job
as a kitchen worker.
limited for Fred,
site.

However,

Job advancement opportunities are now

as are his wages at this particular work

at this time,

Fred plans to continue to work

there as long as he is able.
Dan enjoys his work as a kitchen helper and states that
he is happier now than when he worked in sheltered
employment.

Dan doesn't remember a great deal about the

specific jobs he performed at the sheltered workshop, but
did remember collating envelopes.

He earns more money in

his integrated worksite and has the opportunity to do a
variety of different jobs.

Dan's supervisor considers him

"limited" in many areas of work, due to his limited social
and interaction skills.
problems,

This,

coupled with communication

limits him in his ability to complete many of the
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tasks necessary for the job.
job,

Dan has little autonomy in his

due to the need for more consistent supervision to

complete tasks in a timely fashion.
perceived limitations,

Dan has little opportunity to advance

at his present integrated work site.
job,

As a result of his

While Dan enjoys his

he wants to work outside, maybe at a supermarket.

He

has not addressed this with his case worker.
Summary
Integrated employment opportunities allowed all the
participants to learn a variety of different skills,
learning to complete whole jobs,

such as

learning to use machinery,

and expanding their social skills.

Sheltered employment was

considered restrictive by the participants in a number of
different ways,
variety of jobs,

including amount of actual work offered,
level of independence allowed,

control over work.

and level of

While one could consider the Quality of

Work Life as having changed for the better for the
participants in these integrated settings,
too,

these settings,

continue to be restrictive.
Most of the jobs these individuals have are low level,

entry positions.

Most of the individuals have learned all

aspects of their jobs and are presently performing their
responsibilities to the best of their ability.
the nature of the jobs,
probably not be given,

Because of

additional responsibilities will
nor will these individuals have the

opportunity to advance to higher levels of responsibility
within the organization.

Job security itself is nonexistent
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for most participants.

Remaining in their jobs is dependent

upon budgets and economic factors.

Since these individuals

are in entry level positions without actual job protection
and with little seniority, most likely their jobs would be
the first eliminated in an economic crisis.
Social Integration In and Outside the Workplace
Relationships that individuals develop in the work
place are said to be important to the total Quality of Work
Life concept.

In addition,

it is a major focus for those

who place workers with developmental disabilities into
integrated work sites.

Co-worker interaction with workers

with developmental disabilities is said to help these
individuals succeed in their work placements.
While the participants of this study have had the
opportunity to work in a setting with non-disabled co¬
workers,
cases.

opportunity to interact was greatly limited in most
In addition,

relationships developed at the work

site were not transferred outside of the work setting.

This

is not to say that the participants were not pleased with
the opportunity to work with non-disabled peers.
this was important to them,

In fact,

to the point where several saw

other individuals with developmental disabilities as
’’disabled”, while they attempted to ignore the fact that
they too, were disabled.
Of all the participants in the study,

interacting with

non-disabled peers was probably the most important part of
Fred's job.

Although he is considered a "student” in terms
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of status by the employer, he feels he is much more than
that.

He explains:
Fred:
It's ah, really is a good place over there to
work at.
People are wonderful and I've grown to know
them for a little while now and it's, ah, really
benefitted me because I...ah...I'm treated as another
person, not as a handicapped person.
I'm treated like
one of the other people.
In fact, I'm one of the staff
members over there that works part-time and I work with
ah...another student occasionally and, ah, I get
kidding with them too sometimes..and I talk with them
... When it's slow, when it's really slow I talk with
them.
They ask about me and I tell them as much as I
could and I just, ah, love the environment over there..
The people are fun to be with.
They can be clowns at
times.
They really can and I do some clowning too,
so,...to keep them in line.
I:
What is the most important part
you?

(of the job)

for

Fred:
The most important part is being involved with
the students... and, ah, really, as they put it
here...getting your hands dirty.
That's another way of
saying to work with them.
And, the student contact is
great.
Fred has excellent social skills and this has assisted
him in making friends at work.

He states that he has made

"friends” with two non-disabled co-workers that he sees only
at work.

Fred does, however,

his disabled co-workers,
disabled "friends".

take his breaks mostly with

not those he considers his non¬

Although Fred does consider former

co-workers at the sheltered workshop as friends and sees
them occasionally, he spends most of his spare time with
non-disabled peers and family members in his home town.
is active in his church and belongs to the local bowling
league.
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He

Overall,

Fred has a good social life at his worksite.

He very much enjoys the interactions with co-workers and
feels that he is a valued member of the staff.

He also

interacts readily in his community with both disabled and
non-disabled peers.

His inability to see his co-workers

outside of the work setting is not an issue for him.
Dan is rather shy and it has been difficult for him to
make friends at his integrated work site.

His supervisor

states the he is "not able to interact that well** with
co-workers and others within the work area.

He is

considered on the "passive side" and interacts with others
"a little bit more in spurts."

This makes it difficult for

him at the integrated work site.

Dan had a negative

experience at a former integrated work site where he stated
"People were not nice to me."

His case worker explains the

situation:
Case Worker:
He was treated okay but, he was ignored,
ya know.
No one really paid much attention to him.
You know, like at lunch, he always ate alone, no one
ever really talked to him.
Kids would just kinda say
hi.
They weren't really friendly.
Dan takes his breaks and lunch with other disabled people at
his present integrated work site, but considers his
non-disabled peers "friends."
I:

You're happy now,

can you tell me why?

Dan:
I like it here...urn.. I love my friends, my job,
they nice people.
They gave me a birthday party once.
Dan does not have the opportunity to socialize with
either his disabled friends or non-disabled co-workers
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outside of the work environment.

He lives far from his work

and depends upon the transportation systems of human service
agencies to get him to and from work each day.

He lives in

a small isolated village with no public transportation.
depends upon his family and friends of his family,
members of his church for support.

He

including

Dan has experienced

isolation at a former work site and his relationship,
although limited, with his present co-workers is of great
importance to him.

Here he feels accepted and supported and

there appears to be less of a "status” issue in this
workplace.
Gary believes that every one of his co-workers is his
friend,

and he does take break with co-workers who are in

the office at the time.

However,

it is questionable if

these relationships are really friendships,

or the general

interaction between co-workers on the job.

Gary chooses to

eat lunch alone everyday stating "Ah,
just down the way.

I go down the diner,

Mostly so I can keep my sanity!"

It is important to Gary to socialize at work and be
identified with his non-disabled co-workers.

A co-worker

explains:
Co-worker:
I think he doesn't want to admit any
weakness in himself, he's very sensitive, urn.
He takes
a lot of pride in his work.
He has an issue of seeing
himself as disabled...Like I say. He's real sensitive
about ah, the DMR (Department of Mental Retardation)
umbrella and not seeing himself as belonging there so
this way, he kind of, ya know, he's real sensitive
about, ya know...he's on the staff payroll and not the
client payroll.
He won't associate with the other
clients, that's a bit of an issue in his performance
here that he goes to the extreme of being rude to other
participants.
He can't bring himself down to socialize
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with them, whereas, with staff, he's real friendly, but
with them (other disabled) they get the cold shoulder
from him.
Gary's supervisor describes Gary's interaction with co¬
workers as "strained."

He explains:

He becomes intrusive sometimes, he's got his ear on
every conversation, and he tries to joke and sometimes
these jokes are inappropriate.
He socializes well for
the most part but it just...it can get a little
strained at times, because he has needs that, that are,
urn, not being met and sometimes his behavior with the
female (co-workers) is a little risque, sometimes.
Gary doesn't socialize with staff outside of work,
although it may be,

in part, due to issues regarding the

location of his home to those of other co-workers,
issues of transportation.
parties,

on occasion,

gatherings.

However,

and

Although the company does have

Gary has not attended these
according to others at the company,

co-workers do not usually socialize outside the work
environment anyway.
Gary has the desire to be identified with the non¬
disabled group of individuals he works with at the company,
but his interaction skills sometimes prohibits satisfactory
interactions.

What is difficult is his desire to have

female companionship with non-disabled peers,
the reality is that this will not occur.
spend lunch time by himself,

but perhaps

Gary chooses to

and has little opportunity to

be with non-disabled co-workers outside of the work
environment.

Gary spends his spare time with his parents,

and if he's not with them he states he spends time with
adults that are the same age as his parents.
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Gary's

reluctance to be with other disabled adults severely limits
his social life both at work and during non-work hours.

As

a result of his reluctance to associate with other
individuals with disabilities, Gary lacks both a peer group
outside of work and at work which would give him more social
opportunities.

The local agencies who provide services to

individuals with developmental disabilities plan trips,
dances,

and other social events for this group.

A co-worker

explains:
Co-worker:
I mean, I see him as kind of lost in a way.
You know, because he won't, like, he's associated with
the ARC (Association for Retarded Citizens), and they
do a lot of social activities.
You know, every weekend
they've got something going.
They have a club and they
go to the movies and he won't do that.
Ya know, he
kind of is stuck in that he won't relate to any
disabled people, but yet he's not able to connect with
other folks, plus he lives in Appleton where there's
nothing going on anyway.
I think most of his social
life revolves around his family.
He'll talk about
doing different things with them.
Gary's work situation is an interesting one, because
his co-workers understand the needs of the disabled,
some way,

yet,

in

because they provide services to disabled adults,

they perhaps do not view him as a real "co-worker."

While

Gary has the greatest opportunity of the participants to
develop social relationships with co-workers,
intimate environment of a small office,

due to the

the social

relationships have been slow in developing.
George's job prohibits him from developing social
relationships in the workplace.

Because George's

interactions are viewed by his supervisor as inappropriate,
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George's job was designed to limit social

interaction.

Social relationships with co-workers do not appear to be
terribly important to George,

although he does attempt to

interact when given the opportunity.

George was able to

give me two names of individuals he says are his co¬
workers,

yet his supervisor states no one by those names

work at the store.

His guardian was able to clarify issues

regarding social relationships.
Is
Has he developed any social relationships with his
co-workers?
Guardian:
No, not outside of work, but um, when he
goes to work on Fridays to get his schedule, he'll
write the schedule down for two or three other people,
and he'll bring it to them wherever they are in the
store.
They probably double check, but he's always
right, and um, he knows just about when everybody's
supposed to work.
He'll remember what their schedules
are and everything.
But you know, as far as, that's
probably the most he has for social contact.
He talks
with them in the store and then if we go in and see a
few people he knows...but that's about the extent of
that.
George doesn't eat lunch at work,
break alone.

and he takes his

He has never had the opportunity to attend

parties or gatherings with his co-workers and has never been
to the home of any co-workers.
George does attend one party a year with other disabled
adults that is given by the human services agency that
placed him in his present work site.
hours,

During his non-work

George spends his time at home with his guardian or

with next door neighbors,

where he watches television with a

female neighbor about his age,

and her young daughter.

neighbor takes George when she goes on errands,
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and the

The

young woman's parents,
outings.

who live with her,

also take him on

It appears that George's job limits him from

developing social relationships at work,

and friends that he

does have were developed through family relationships with
others

in the neighborhood.

The nature of Ken's job and his place of employment
also does not allow for the development of meaningful social
relationships.

Ken enjoys working alone and takes his

breaks and his lunch by himself.
he has always done,

This is something he says

and prefers to do.

has made a few friends at work,

He states that he

but these appear to be no

more than passing relationships.
Is

Have you made any friends there?

Ken:
Quite a few of them since, since, since...they
keep hiring new ones, it's like, you don't know all
these new people yet, until you get to know them.
See,
now they're all like new people.
...Well, I hardly
know, hardly know even any of these people.
There does appear to be a great deal of turn over at
this company.

I had the opportunity to speak with an

employee of the company who was very unhappy working there.
He explained that he was trying to get another job because
this one paid so poorly that he made $83.00 less a month
working there than being on unemployment.

He was also angry

that management changed his hours every week,
work life very unstable.
early mornings,
nights.
work.

making his

Sometimes he would work in the

sometimes afternoons and at other times,

He clearly did not believe this was a good place to
Ken has been more fortunate in that the human
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services agency has been able to lock in specific hours and
days that Ken works.

However,

this apparent turnover of

workers does not allow for Ken to make any real friends.
His guardian explains about his social relationships at
work.
Guardian: In as much as I think he'll talk about mostly
women in the computer...and a few guys, he'll talk
about being friendly with one of the gals...went to
Florida.
I don't know if she was a check out clerk or
what, brought him a T-shirt from...which I thought
was....He's come home with a few things like that.
Ken still associates with some of his friends at the
sheltered workshop and sees them at dances and other social
gatherings.

Ken spends most of his spare time at home and

at the homes of neighbors.

His guardian is concerned over

the lack of opportunities the disabled have to be with peers
and to make friends.
Guardian:
But I would like to see some activities or..
I have a girl friend over in Westside with a Down
Syndrome boy and she's got an advocate now.
I'm not
sure I like the advocate thing.
I ...it's like paid
help, you know.
I don't want that.
Maybe a place, I
really don't know, but something in the social sphere.
A place where they might have dances or..I'm not
talking about big bands, but maybe in stereo or
something like that.
I would like to see that because
I think that they need home, work and social.
I think
we all need that.
And I think the thing that's lacking
with all of these people is that social aspect.
For Ken,

opportunities to develop social relationships

on and off the job are limited.

On the job,

Ken works alone

and says that he prefers this type of employment.
due to the amount of turnover in the work place,
relationships are difficult to develop.
his time with family and neighbors,
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At home,

However,
social
Ken spends

although he does have

the opportunity to see friends from the sheltered workshop
at a limited number of social gatherings.

Ken's guardian

believes that a service lacking for the developmentally
disabled is one which would give these individuals the
opportunity to socialize in their leisure time.
Henry socializes with his non-disabled co-workers at
break and during lunch.

Although Henry says he socializes

outside of work with one co-worker,

that individual has

never seen Henry at other than work social functions.

Henry

spends most of his spare time with non-disabled caretakers,
who accompany him to town or to local restaurants.

Henry

enjoys sports and participates in the Special Olympics.
Most of his other time is spent with other disabled adults
under the supervision of care takers.
Henry has the opportunity to socialize with his co¬
workers at the Christmas party he attends yearly and he
would like more opportunities to be with co-workers.
Is

Are you ever invited to parties at work?

Henry:
Is

Yeah.

Henry:
Is

Parties?

...Yes,

only in the winter time.

Is that at Christmas?

Henry:

Yeah.

I:
Christmas parties.
your co-workers?
Henry:
I:

Do you ever go to the homes of

No.

How do you feel about that?

Henry:

It would be nice.
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Henry's supervisor describes Henry's interaction with
others at work.
Is
Can you describe how he interacts socially with his
co-workers?
Supervisor:
Surprisingly, he does speak to some
people.
Some people he takes to better than others.
Urn..with me, I'm more of a father figure to him.
I am
his...the person that he...he won't do anything until I
say it's okay for him to do it.
He's really nervous
‘cause there's so much that goes on behind his back at
(home), and he always gets nervous around "what's going
on? Is this about me." you know and things like that.
Henry is not stupid.
Henry is by no means stupid.
He
just, he's very intelligent.
He should never have been
(where he lives now).
He's a product of his environ¬
ment.
To me, there's nothing wrong with him...sur¬
prisingly, there's some guys he talks to in the kitchen
that he'll have some limited conversation with.
Urn...
and other people he won't even speak to.
So...
I:
Urn..Does he have the opportunity to interact with
these people outside of work at all?
Supervisor:
On a few occasions a year that we do get
together, yes, he does.
Socially, he kinda of sits off
by himself.
While Henry's job allows him to interact with his co¬
workers,

that interaction appears limited.

Henry rarely

sees his co-workers outside of the work environment,

and the

majority of his free time is spent with other disabled
people that he lives with and his care takers.
Ted's "occasional" employment has not allowed him the
opportunity to make many friends,

and when he does work,

it

is usually with one employee with whom he has developed a
good relationship.

Ted works directly with the employee and

he also is with this co-worker when he takes his break and
lunch.

Ted's co-worker has taken a special interest in him
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and enjoys his company,

so much so,

that she took the

initiative to see him once outside of work.
Co-worker:
Urn..I..He plays games with me sometimes.
He's always sprinkling water on me so I went..went down
to his dad's place with a big squirt gun I have of my
grandson's and I...and I faced him and soaked him! And
I met his grandmother and he was happy to see me.
Ted's friends are other individuals with developmental
disabilities who he sometimes works with at the sheltered
workshop.
workshop,

Ted has a girl friend who works at the sheltered
and that relationship is important for him.

Ted

does not associate with the limited number of co-workers he
has at his integrated work site.

Most of his leisure

activities involves family members.

He participates in a

limited number of activities designed for those with
developmental disabilities in his community.

His guardian

describes Ted's social life and the efforts of parents in
providing opportunities for socialization.
Guardian:
Well, after work...He doesn't get home until
4:00 you know when he goes to the workshop.
And then
in the afternoon if he worked at the (integrated work
site) then he would home earlier than the other clients
would be.
It's kind of, you know, runs into supper
time and everything after work.
But in the summer
there's not that much going on, but in the winter
there's bowling.
In (town), they have a bowling league
and the parents have continued it.
It only goes for a
certain length of time, but two of us parents are
continuing it so that gives socialization there, you
know.
It's the clients from the workshop, mostly from
the workshop that are in that.
And then they have
dances urn...the town Park and Recreation have dances
with a D.J. once a month, and quite a few of them you
know he has a lot of friends.
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Summary
Integrating workers with developmental disabilities
into the community does not necessarily lead to meaningful
personal relationships.

For some,

jobs are specifically

designed to prohibit social interaction because the
individual's behavior is determined as "inappropriate" for
an integrated site.

For others,

just being viewed as

"different" prohibits them from being openly accepted.

The

relationships developed by the participants were viewed by
them as important,

regardless of the actual level of

interaction and participation by others in their lives.
None of the participants had any real opportunity to
associate with co-workers outside of the work environment or
on a regular basis.

Those opportunities were limited to

activities such as Christmas parties.

The participants in

the study spent the majority of their spare time with family
members,

neighbors,

or friends of the family.

Constitutionalism in the Work Organization
The issue of constitutionalism is an interesting
phenomenon when applied to workers with developmental
disabilities.

Each of the employers interviewed had

intimate knowledge about some aspects of the lives of their
employees with developmental disabilities which included
extent of disability,

personal histories regarding living

arrangements, medical information and relationships of the
workers with developmental disabilities with family members.
As part of the relationship between the human service agency
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and employer,

it appears personal background regarding the

worker was revealed.

Some information, was revealed by the

worker with developmental disabilities himself.

However,

it

appears that the information given has assisted the worker
because it helped the employer to understand problems of the
worker.
unions,

None of the participants in the study belonged to
and they depended upon the caseworker to assure that

due process was given in cases of possible termination.
present employers,

The

at least, have made allowances to meet

the needs of their employees with developmental
disabilities.
This was not always the case, however,

as several of

the participants had held jobs prior to their present
placement and were terminated.
though they were terminated,

Of interest is that even

they stated that they were

never "fired” from a work place.

In some cases,

case

managers "removed" the worker from the work placement with
the "understanding" that a better job had been found for the
individual.

There is some question as to whether the

workers understood what being "fired" actually meant,

or

they chose not to admit that it happened.
Henry did not believe that he was ever terminated from
a job, yet documentation revealed that because he refused to
do a particular aspect of his job,

took days off for medical

appointments without notifying his employer,

and used

"inappropriate expressions of anger," he was terminated from
one previous employment opportunity.
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Henry's present

employer appears to be more tolerant of the problems Henry
has, which includes breaking dishes when angry or neglecting
to do parts of his job.
I:

Henry's employer explains:

Does his "behavior" happen a lot or..

Employer:

It happens a couple of times a month.

I:
Does he get frustrated,
causes it?

or what?

What usually

Employer:
It usually yeah..he doesn't know how to vent
any anger.
Yeah, he doesn't know how to say "I'm mad"
at something else.
Urn.. It's taken out in other ways.
Instead of threat of termination, Henry's employer uses
other methods to get Henry to do his work.
discovered what is of importance to Henry,

He has
and uses that

information in a method to "discipline" Henry.
Employer:
Other people you punish by giving him time
off or reprimanding him, but it doesn't with Henry.
It
doesn't work.
For him, it's to stop working, sit down,
or you lose one of your benefits...to him which is his
soda, his coffee or his dessert.
Henry's employer likes to have individuals with
disabilities work for him and he takes the time to get to
know these individuals.

Rather than threatening to

terminate Henry for work-related issues, he has found a way
to work with Henry to keep him employed.

The work

relationship has existed for nearly four years.
Dan was terminated from two jobs prior to his present
employment.

Although he said he was never fired, his case

worker stated the he was told and he felt bad about it
happening.

Both employment experiences were negative and
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his case worker was not complimentary about how management
handled the termination in both cases.
Is
Urn hum...And how did that
work out?

(previous employment)

Case worker:
Urn.
Fair.
The problem he had was just
the speed.
Like at lunch it got real busy, they'd yell
back "We need four singles and two doubles and
sometimes he'd ... okay... four doubles, or ya know, he'd
just would kinda get confused and working two sides of
it (the machine), you'd have to be on one end then and
run around and get them set and go back, and when
you're on one side, they might be saying, "quick, I
need five triples, ya know, and it was working with
kids.
I blame the management a lot for the experience
not working out just because there wasn't good
supervision.
Constant turn over, ya know, we'd go in
one day..I'd work with them and the next day there'd be
new people.
Kids were fighting and there was like a
fist fight that broke out, ya know, it was just a mad
house.
He needed more structure and not this "anything
goes."
I:
Does he know he got fired,
that word means?

or is he aware of what

Case worker:
I think so, I mean, he knows (he) was let
go because it didn't work out.
Urn...yeah...because he
cried and stuff, yeah.
He did.
He knew.
I:
And he worked at another restaurant or something
like that, too?
Case worker:
I:

Yeah, way back..that was his first job.

And that didn't work out either?

Case worker:
For Dan it just didn't work out and the
way they handled that...they called me one morning and
said we don't want him any more, ya know.
So he was
coming into work...He used to go in for eleven.
He'd
come to our office first and we'd bring him there, and
I just had to tell him "You're not going back" so.
I:

How do you think he felt about that?

Case worker:
Not good.
I mean, he was confused and
they handled it so bad, at least at (the other
integrated employment site), management sat down with
him in a meeting, it was explained to him.
But this
was really poor.
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Dan's present employer works closely with Dan's case
manager to resolve any work related issues.
Dan's employer,

"if

(the supervisor)

really didn't feel they could handle,
manager's level.

According to

had a problem that they
it got to the

It was turned over to myself or one of the

other mangers and we'd work from there."
some difficulty at his present worksite,

Because Dan had
the employer worked

together with the case worker to give him a variety of job
tasks so that he would not get bored and lethargic.

There

has been more of an effort on the part of this employer and
the case manager to assure that Dan maintains this job.
George's employer also worked closely with his case
worker in an effort to keep George employed.

Because George

was unable to do one aspect of his work due to problems
remembering how the task was to be completed,

he was

assigned another part of the job that he could do by
himself.

George understood that this was his last chance at

keeping his job.

His employer explains:

Employer:
He understood it was the last measure.
He
understood very well.
We took him upstairs, we talked
to him with his guidance counselor and we told him
because of things that had happened, that this was
going to be our only alternative.
We asked him, "Do
you understand what we are saying?" and he said, "Yes I
do."
He said "If I don't do a good job, I'm going to
get fired." ... But he loves it out there.
He works
winter and summer, three hour shifts and urn... The only
thing I have to be very careful of if it's very hot or
very cold, that I go out and get George to have him
come in for a few minutes.
He really does not know
enough to come in, but he works very well out there.
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Summary

Although these employers knew intimate details about
their workers with developmental disabilities,
workers keep their present jobs.

it helped the

In some cases,

it could be

argued that mistakes made by these workers are tolerated
more then errors or demands made by their non-disabled
peers.

The employers in the study made additional efforts

to keep the worker employed by adjusting work hours to suit
the needs of the worker with developmental disabilities,
paying the worker full wages for performing only part of the
job,

and rearranging job tasks.

For the participants

involved in this study,

issues surrounding Mdue process”

were closely monitored,

and involved the caseworker in the

process of negotiating with the employer.

Although none of

the workers with developmental disabilities enjoyed union
protection, most of the employers interviewed made an effort
to assure they were given equal treatment and worked with
case workers to manage employment issues.

However,

the

issue of wages and raises is of concern when the employee
was paid through the human service agency rather than by the
employer.

Caseworkers were put into the position of

deciding to pursue the issue of wages and raises that the
worker deserved and risk losing the job,

or maintaining the

status quo and have the individual keep his job.
Work and Total Life Space
Davis and Cherns

(1975)

explained that there should be

a balance between work and the personal lives of employees.
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For the workers with developmental disabilities,

there had

been more leisure time in their lives than work time.

This

imbalance toward leisure or no work time may not necessarily
be the desire of the individual.

In this study,

some

individuals would have liked to work more but were
prohibited due to a number of reasons including lack of
work,

threat of loss of benefits due to work disincentives,

transportation difficulties,

and the belief by human

services professionals and guardians that they were not
capable of working longer hours.

Other participants were

satisfied with the number of hours they worked and refused
to increase their hours even when asked to do so by the
employer.
Ken used to work thirty hours a week and earn full time
benefits.
week.

Now,

he works three days or twenty-four hours a

Ken appeared confused as to how that happened,

saying he would like to work more hours,

first

then indicating

that he wanted his hours reduced.
Is
Ken:
Is
Ken:
Is
Ken:
I:
Ken:
I:

You get to work at 6.

How long do you work to?

Two...Two...Two thirty.
To two-thirty.
Yes!

Do you really!

(laugh)

That's a long day.
(laughs)

No,

its not.

Short day.

Short day?
Yeah.

Banker's hours.

Oh. Would you like to work more or less?
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Ken:

Less hours

(laughs).

Is
Oh.
Okay.
Have you ever worked more than your
scheduled hours?
Ken:
No, I haven't.
cut it back so.
I:

I'd like to be full-time,

but they

Urn hum.

Ken:
I asked for the thirty hours to be cut way back
and they said sure, no problem.
I:
Ken:

So you wanted...you wanted your hours cut back?
yes,

um hum..

Ken's hours were reduced at the request of his
guardian.

The guardian explained that the transportation

problem was so serious that Ken was exhausted after work due
to the amount of time spent waiting for transportation and
being transported to and from work.

The guardian explains:

Guardian:
He was getting up and working five days a
week.
He was getting up every morning at 3:30 in the
morning, by the time he'd get home, it would be 4:00 at
night.
He was in bed at 5:30 and the two days he had
off, he slept, literally all day.
Get up, eat, and go
back to bed.
And I just said to them, you know...he
was up, you know, he was up and he was making it.
But
he was dragging.
He wasn't living.
He was working and
sleeping because of transportation.
They were coming
here at 5:00 in the morning to pick him up....and then
he'd get home at 4:00 in the afternoon.
Also of concern to the guardian was that if Ken earned
too much money by working full-time, he would lose his
Medicaid eligibility.
result of his earnings,

He had already lost SSI funding as a
but stated the guardian

I definitely don't want him to get to the point where
he no longer receives Mass. Health, which is Medicaid.
'Cause who's going to insure him?
Try to get insurance
for them....
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For Ken, his work life interfered with any leisure time
he had during the week,

and his weekends were spent resting

for the following week.

A change in his work schedule

resulted in three days of work and four days off.
his time off,

During

Ken spends most of his time at home or

visiting neighbors.

It was not clear as to whether this was

an acceptable compromise.
less exhausted,

For the guardian,

Ken appears

and he maintains his Medicaid eligibility.

Gary worked twenty hours each week at the time of our
initial interview, but he would have preferred to work more.
Is

How many hours do you work a week?

Gary:

About 20.

Is
Twenty hours a week?
Would you like to work more;
or less, or is this just right?
Gary:
I:

I'd like to work more.

How come?

Gary:
Because I'm just a person that likes to work
but...the government says "Oh no, you can't work more
than 20 hours".
I:
Oh...Um.. So you don't work any more than your
scheduled hours?
Gary:

I can't.

Over the study period,
medical issues,

Gary's hours were reduced due to

and he had been trying to increase his hours

back up to part-time.

Gary is aware that what he earns

affects the benefits he receives from the government.
According to a co-worker,

Gary is offered a company

insurance plan, but prefers to maintain his Medicaid
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eligibility, which is a more comprehensive health plan.
This is important due to the expensive medication Gary must
take daily.
Gary's job is a very important part of his life and he
would like the opportunity to work additional hours,
however,

his need to maintain his Medicaid eligibility

prohibits him from doing so.

In addition,

Gary already has

difficulty getting to and from work the days he does work.
He must rely on transportation by various human service
agencies, which may not be running at the times Gary would
like to work.
George works only nine hours a week,
only work that number of hours.

and he prefers to

His employer indicated that

George will work twelve hours, but he will become upset if
asked to do so.
Employer:
He wants to work the three days, urn..two to
five and he wants certain days and he...George chooses
not to work weekends...Saturdays or Sundays.
That's
his day off he tells me.
He's very forceful about what
he will work, you know, and we..we do try to
accommodate him.
Once in a while I'll have to put him
on a fourth day and I'll explain to him because its a
holiday or change his days...I have to explain to
George because he'll say "I don't work that day” so I
explain to him why I've done it.
George is not able to explain why he only wants to work
so few hours, but the social relationships he has developed
with neighbors may be a contributing factor.
described,

As previously

George has no interaction with co-workers and has

been deliberately socially isolated.

The social relation¬

ships with neighbors appear to be more important than the
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work that he performs.

Because he is less than part-time,

he earns no benefits, yet has plenty of time off,
a three-week vacation during the summer.
money to meet his needs.
self-esteem,

including

He has enough

While the job is important to his

the social relationships he has developed

outside of work appear to be more important.
Dan is another worker who is physically isolated in a
small town without public transportation, which is a major
issue in his ability to work additional hours.

Dan would

like to work additional hours to earn more money.
presently works twenty five hours a week.

He

Dan's case worker

believes that he would like to work more hours because he is
socially isolated in his home town.

He has to depend on

family transportation to get him to where he wants to go for
leisure activities,

and the human services agency system

assures he gets to work.
watching television,

Dan spends most of his spare time

and occasionally working at the church.

Spending time with his family is important to him,

but being

with co-workers he considers his friends is also of great
importance.

His job has changed his life and he considers

his life as "better” since he started working at this
integrated work site.

Dan's case worker believes that what

Dan enjoys most about his job is "just being with the people
and getting out of the house,

and the social interactions,

think that's it."
For Dan, working additional hours would mean he would
earn more money, but it also means that he can socialize
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I

more with co-workers and other non-family members.

Not

being able to work additional hours provides an imbalance
between his work and non-work life, which is an
unsatisfactory situation for Dan.
Ted's situation is very different from the other
participants in the study.
site is so sporadic,

His job at the integrated work

the human service agency has assured

him "work" through the sheltered workshop.

So,

although he

can work thirty hours a week through the workshop,
not what Ted wants to do.
his integrated work site,
permit that to happen.

that's

Ted wants to work more hours at
but economic conditions do not

His guardian is required to call his

integrated work site every Friday to see if Ted will be
needed the next week.

The guardian is concerned about the

situation and firmly believes that the sheltered workshop
needs to be maintained to assure that workers with
developmental disabilities who work in integrated work sites
have a place to go when work is not available at the
integrated site.
Guardian:
At (the integrated work site) he is "on
call."
In other words, they're quite slow right now
...sometimes he'll work two weeks straight and then
other times, like he hasn't worked now for all this
week.
And when he goes in it's 8:30 to 12:30.
I
believe it is.
And when he doesn't go there on those
days, he goes back...he goes back to the workshop, but
he hasn't been at the workshop either.
He goes out to
one of the enclaves..We did not want to have anything
done with the workshop.
We wanted them to have a net,
you know, to go back to.
In just a case like this,
where, you know, they work a few days and they would be
devastated if he was home those other days, and for me
too, you know.
He would be very bored.
He would
regress, so we wanted to make sure they did have a day
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program if their job...or if they got laid off or
something else.
Is

Especially with the economy.

Guardian:
Right, otherwise, what would they be doing,
sitting home?
That's why there's got to be a workshop,
I feel.
All parents do feel the same way.
I:

I was curious as to....

Guardian:
Yeah, I mean,
bad, who gets laid off?
first.

lets face it, when things get
It's going to be these people

The balance between work and non-work hours is
maintained through assurance by the human service agency
that Ted is guaranteed at least a piece work job.
does work at his integrated work site,
a day.

When Ted

it is for four hours

Both he and his guardian would prefer more hours and

more consistency at his integrated job.
Fred believes that the number of hours he works each
week is adequate and he prefers not to increase this time at
work.

He has an active social life,

and the opportunity to

engage in leisure activities is important to him.
Fred works twenty five hours a week and says that this
is "just right.”

He had the opportunity to work through the

summer months, but chose to have this as his vacation time.
Fred has an active life outside of work,

is not interested

in working longer hours for additional pay,

and is satisfied

with the balance between work and non-work hours.
Although earning money is not important to Henry,

he

would prefer to work additional hours at his integrated work
site,

although he was unable to articulate why this was so.
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Presently, he works Monday through Friday,

twenty-seven

hours a week.
Is

How many hours do you work each week?

Henry:

Monday through Friday.

Is
So what are the hours.
like...10:00?
Henry:

You go to work for

Yes.

I:
Would you like to work more hours or less hours
or..
Henry:
I:

More hours.

More hours.

Henry:

Why is that?

Because I like it.

I:
You like it there, okay.
Are you happier now than
when you worked at the (sheltered workshop)?
Henry:
I'm happier at the
I:
Can you tell me why?

(integrated worksite).

Henry:
Because I like it there.
everything.

It's good there and

Summary
Work and Total Life Space is a complex situation for
workers with developmental disabilities.

When these

individuals were employed in sheltered workshops,

they were

involved in training for an average of twenty-seven hours a
week.

Most of these individuals now work in their

integrated work sites less than that amount of time each
week.

Ted's hours are determined on a weekly basis,

doesn't work for weeks at a time.
hours,

and he

George works only nine

and the average hours of the other five participants

is twenty-four hours a week.
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Most of these individuals would have liked to work more
hours in order to earn more money and to have the
opportunity to socialize with non-disabled peers.
participants,

For the

the time spent at work does not negatively

affect their leisure and family time.

Excess leisure time

is the issue in the lives of these individuals.
Safe and Healthy Working Conditions
Safe and Healthy Work Environment criteria as
originally outlined by Walton

(1974),

and Davis and Cherns,

(1975), was of little concern to the participants in the
study.

At the time of the original focus, working

conditions were considered unacceptable due to long hours,
unsafe working conditions,
hazards.

and environmental and health

The Occupational Safety and Health Agency

presently monitors work areas to assure compliance with
Federal regulations.

Failure of organizations to comply can

result in stiff financial penalties.
What is of importance,
risk,

is an issue regarding dignity of

or allowing individuals with developmental

disabilities to work outside an "overly safe” work
environment.

Historically,

the lives of individuals with

developmental disabilities were too safe, which resulted in
a dependency situation with non-disabled peers.

Because

these individuals were considered incapable or helpless and
not expected to be productive,

they were placed in

segregated work and living environments to keep them safe.
Through integrated employment efforts, workers with
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developmental disabilities have had the opportunity to work
in environments which were once considered unsafe and a
threat to the well being of these individuals.
The majority of the participants in the study had
little opportunities to perform jobs where real injury could
occur.

In the sheltered workshop,

and involved assembly or packing.

the tasks were sedentary
Only one individual had

the opportunity to use machines which he considered
dangerous.

One was a heat sealer in which a worker could

get burned,

and the other was an automatic stitcher which

drove large staples into cardboard cartons.
Some of the participants in the study now have the
opportunity to perform jobs not considered in the past
because there is some risk involved in the job.

Others had

jobs which did not involve risk at all.
Ted was concerned that he sometimes had to life heavy
packages of paper,

and he thought that could be dangerous.

His guardian was more concerned with Ted's physical safety
getting to and from work.

Ted's job is in a run-down

neighborhood in the inner city.
His guardian's fears were unfounded,

as the human

service agency assures that Ted is taken inside the chain
link fence by van before he is let off the vehicle.
Surprisingly, what wasn't mentioned either by Ted or his
guardian was the undue noise levels the work place.
so,

So much

that it was difficult to hear one another when trying to

carry on a conversation.

During the observation,
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no one

wore ear plugs to deaden the sound of the machinery.

What

is of equal interest is that Ted was pleased to be outside
of the workshop because he thought it was to noisy,

yet this

company was far louder than the workshop.
Ken didn't believe his job was unsafe, but was
concerned about issues regarding sanitation and the use of a
compactor at the worksite.
Is
Would you like to tell me anything else about your
job?
Ken:

No,

cause we have to wear rubber gloves now?

Is
Um huh.
gloves?

When you work, you have to wear rubber

Kens
Everybody does, yeah.
And if we don't, get germs
on your fingers, on your hands, or on your thumbs.
Also have a trash compactor.
We ...we throw the trash
in it, close the orange door, push the button and it
grinds it up all by itself.
So, most of the time, I
just close it, and just leave it alone.
In addition to the compactor,
cleaning fluids,

Ken works with various

such as ammonia and bleaches, which would

not be considered a ''safe'' job in a sheltered environment.
Henry doesn't feel that any part of his job is unsafe
or dangerous,
kitchens,

although his supervisor explained that

in themselves,

can be dangerous places to work,

because there are knives, wet floors,
has learned his job well,

and machinery.

and these things are of little

concern to both Henry and his supervisor.
workshop,

Henry

At the sheltered

Henry worked with hand tools and garden clippers,

which he believed could be dangerous, but,
learned to use them without consequence.
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again, he had

While George and his supervisor did not believe that
collecting carriages in a busy parking lot was dangerous,
risky business,

or

observation results indicated that George

needs additional training on the job.
quickly collecting carriages,

George works very

and on many occasions, walked

in front of moving cars to get to carriages.

He

demonstrated greater skill when he was bringing a group of
carriages back to the store.
working,

Allowing George to continue

even though there is a chance of him being injured,

focuses on the issue of dignity of risk, which encourages
individuals with developmental disabilities to do things
that might be considered dangerous by others.
From observing the final three participants on the job,
and from speaking with them and their supervisors,

their

jobs do not involve having them work under any unsafe
conditions.

All individuals interviewed believed that

nothing was unsafe regarding the jobs of the participants.
Summary
None of the participants in the study were employed in
what would be considered unsafe work environments, but in
environments which allowed for dignity of risk.

Most

believed that their work was safe and were aware of what
parts of their jobs they needed to pay close attention to,
such as the trash compactor.

What is important here is that

these jobs would have considered unsafe for these
individuals just a few years ago, yet,

these individuals are

completing the job tasks without incident.
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The Worker1s Perspective on Disability
The worker's perspective regarding themselves and other
individuals with developmental disabilities
to this study.
workers,

is of importance

During the interview sessions with the

family members,

and co-workers,

it was discovered

that several of the workers do not accept themselves as
disabled,

and in fact,

have little tolerance for others who

are developmentally disabled.
Several participants viewed those who worked in
sheltered workshops as

"disabled," and often used words to

describe these individuals in demeaning ways.

These

descriptions were also used by guardians to describe
sheltered workshop participants.

The identification of the

participants in the study with non-disabled co-workers
apparently assisted the workers in colluding with non¬
disabled individuals against other people with disabilities.
The use of degrading terms and phrases continues to help
perpetuate negative stereotyping in this society of
individuals with disabilities.

It is perhaps the need for

belonging to the preferred non-disabled group that
encouraged this behavior in some of the participants.
Integrated employment opportunities allowed several of the
participants to view themselves as being more capable and
better than peers who were still at the sheltered workshop.
Gary does not view himself as being disabled,

although

he acknowledges he was placed in sheltered employment by the
local Association for Retarded Citizens.
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According to his

supervisor and co-workers,
social

Gary has limited his own work and

life by his intolerance of other individuals with

disabilities.

Gary aligns himself with staff and refuses to

associate with other workers with developmental disabilities
in the organization.
others,

Because Gary refuses to associate with

his work options at his present place of employment

are limited.

He has expressed a desire to supervise a group

of workers with developmental disabilities,

yet his

intolerance prevents him from obtaining this position.

A

co-worker explains:
I:

What do you think he likes least about his job?

Co-Worker:
Dealing with the (workers with
developmental disabilities). Definitely.
I:

Okay,

because he doesn't see himself as

Co-Worker:
them.
I:

Yeah,

that and he gets real

....

impatient with

Urn hum.

Co-Worker:
That's my own observation.
He has
expressed interest in wanting too.
We used to have a
group (of developmentally disabled) downstairs that
were doing some contract work, a group of about five
people, and he..at the time, when they were around...He
had expressed interest in supervising that group, which
surprised me because every time I observed him with
them, just when they were up here, he was very
impatient and, urn..a couple of people had some...just
minor behavior stuff, and he had absolutely no
tolerance for it.
One of the people spoke real loud.
It drove him crazy and I was real surprised he wanted
to do that.
We didn't let him do that...we explained
we didn't think he'd have the patience for that.
But
that's just what I've seen...I don't think he can.
In addition,

by refusing to associate with other adults

who are disabled outside the work area,
extremely limited.
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his social

life is

It is important for Ken to have the job he does have at
his integrated job site.

With this job, he can be away from

his former co-workers at the sheltered workshop.

He does

enjoy visiting the sheltered workshop because he thinks his
former co-workers miss him,
him,

and that is of importance to

and he says he misses them,

the status of his new job,

too.

He seems torn between

and the friends he has at the

workshop.
Is
Are you happier now than when you worked at the
workshop?
Ken:
Is

Yes!
Can you tell me why?

Ken:
Because, yeah, we have a lot a., we have a lot of
fresh clients that throw things and they swear and they
want to punch you and they want to kick you and
its...its unbelieveable...so terrible over there.
But
they don't ...they don't understand the problem is
because they think its funny and I don't.
I:

Urn hum.

Okay.

Ken:
So..Hey,
hurt somebody.
I:

its not funny cause...cause you could

Urn huh.

Ken: Very badly.
Ken also used the term "kid" when referring to
co-workers still at the workshop.

Part of Ken's attitude

toward the individuals with developmental disabilities could
be a result of his guardian's perspective of individuals who
are severely disabled.
I:

Do you think he liked working at the workshop?

Guardian:
Ken:

No, he didn't,

I don't think.

No!
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Did you Ken?

Guardian:
He liked when it was, it seemed to me, he
liked it when he went to an enclave outside the
workshop.
I:

Is there any reason why?

Did he tell you why?

Guardian:
Yeah, ah...they have some very handicapped
people there.
You know, you really do have the
spectrum.
And, these would be upon occasion, throwing
things, bizarre behavior, that would upset him, I
thought..But we have had 60 clients you know..you*re
apt to have some from (state institutions).
It
really..we had the whole spectrum.
And he would come
home, not the crazy kind of upset,
but upset.
They
would have to restrain them on the floor.
Nothing you
or I would want to see either.
And seizures...
Just...He's very glad to be away from there.
It is difficult to determine if Ken's perceptions are
his own,

or a result of guardian perceptions of individuals

more disabled than Ken.

For certain,

Ken is torn between

acceptance and rejection of individuals with disabilities.
George's guardian discussed how George changed since
being placed in his integrated job site.

It is difficult to

determine if the following are George's feelings or the
perceptions of his guardian.
Guardian:
...He's just all around happier.
He,
he...urn...used to tell me that a lot of people there
were retarded and they didn't know what they were doing
and...1..1..1 really think that George does much better
when he's working out with people from the general
population.
Better role models, and better people that
he could be with.
He was picking up a lot of the
behaviors of some of the clients and I think he's
better off outside of that type of experiences.
Fred presents himself as an individual who accepts his
disability and fits in easily with both disabled and non¬
disabled peers.

This has allowed him to be successful in
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the work environment.

It also has opened up a social life

outside of the work place.
Fred identifies co-workers and friends both in terms of
individuals whom he works with that are non-disabled and
disabled.

It is important for him to be treated as an equal

in the work environment and believes he is accepted for who
he is.

When asked who his co-workers are, he names both

non-disabled and disabled individuals.

He actively

participates in social activities outside of work with
friends from the local Association for Retarded Citizens.
In addition,

he also belongs to a bowing league of non¬

disabled peers,
By far,

and he is active in church group activities.

Fred has created for himself an ideal situation

that other participants have not been able to attain.

His

social skills have helped him to be accepted in and outside
the work environment.

He presents himself as an individual

content with his life and accepting of his disability.
Summary
The workers with developmental disabilities who have
moved to integrated work sites perceive themselves as
different from those peers left behind at the sheltered
workshop.

Several of the individuals no longer care to

associate with these peers, perhaps as a result of
identifying with their non-disabled co-workers due to their
socialization into the integrated environment.

Terminology

was used by the workers with disabilities which was
degrading to their peers still at the workshop.
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Use of this

terminology helps to perpetuate stereotypes associated with
individuals with disabilities.
Of all the worker participants in the study,

Fred has

adapted the best socially at the integrated work site.

He

has been able to successfully associate with both peers with
disabilities and without disabilities.

Summary
This chapter described the workers with developmental
disabilities who participated in this study.

In addition,

the sheltered workshops and the integrated work sites were
described.

A comparison of the two types of work areas

demonstrates the difference between them.
The workers discussed their perceptions of the
sheltered workshops and their integrated work sites,
demonstrating a preference for the integrated sites.

The

integrated work sites offered the workers what the sheltered
workshops did not,

including higher wages, more autonomy,

whole job responsibility,

and sufficient work to be

performed on a daily basis.

Another important aspect of the

integrated work sites was the opportunity to meet new people
and develop friendships with non-disabled peers.
general,

In

having what they considered to be a real job in the

community was of great importance in their lives.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction
This chapter will summarize and discuss the findings of
this study which focused on Quality of Work Life issues from
the perspective of workers with developmental disabilities.
In addition,

recommendations will be made as a result of

those findings.

Summary of Findings
The Quality of Work Life is,
concept to measure,
different people.
(1977),

in itself,

a difficult

as it means different things to
According to Seashore

(1975)

and Taylor

three perspectives must be considered when

determining Quality of Work Life:
the employer,

and society.

focus of this study,

the individual worker,

Of special interest and the

is whether workers with developmental

disabilities perceived a difference in the quality of their
work lives since being employed in an integrated work
setting.

In addition,

the study was completed to determine

what Quality of Work Life criteria,

as defined by Walton

(1974),

were of most importance

and Davis and Cherns

to the participants.

(1975)

Other issues which were viewed as

important regarding the work of the participants were also
examined.
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By far, the participants were clearly more satisfied
with their present jobs in integrated job sites than with
their sheltered workshop placements.

None of the

participants wanted to return to a sheltered workshop
situation, although several of the individuals did have a
desire to work in a different type of integrated employment
option.

The reasons for being more satisfied in integrated

jobs varied amongst the participants, but several themes
were consistent.
Sheltered workshops did not provide adequate wages to
meet the psychological needs of the workers.

By this I mean

that the wages were of such insignificance that the
participants did not view sheltered employment as a real job
which provided real wages.

Part of the problem lie in an

insufficient amount of work to be completed, therefore
workers were frequently engaged in non-work activities
called •'skills,” which did not provide adequate pay, nor was
seen as valuable to the workers themselves.

The workers

clearly did not like to sit idle, which they often did.
Wages earned in integrated employment sites were at least
$4.25 per hour.

Even though the participants spent less

time at their integrated sites than in the sheltered
workshops, they earned more money each week.

Most of the

participants did not understand money concepts, but clearly
understood that by earning more, they could purchase what
they wanted.

In addition, some guardians used part of the

earnings for "rent” or for partial payment of the family
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bills, which clearly, was of importance to the workers.
Workers perceived that they had real jobs, like other
members of the family, and participated in maintaining the
household by contributing part of their paychecks.
From the employers perspective, the workers with
developmental disabilities completed the job tasks well
enough to earn at least the Federal minimum wage, and in
some cases, more, based upon company policy.

The

arrangement between the companies and the human service
agencies appeared to meet the financial needs of most of the
participants.
Society determines what wages are acceptable for the
population at large through legislative means.

The Fair

Labor Standards Act establishes Federal statutory minimum
wage which must be paid to employees, and at this time is
$4.25 an hour.

The Fair Labor Standards Act also allows

employers to pay wages less than minimum to workers with
disabilities. These wages, called commensurate wages, must
reflect the productivity of the disabled worker as related
to the productivity of a non-disabled worker performing the
same or similar work.

Special certifications must be

obtained through the U.S. Department of Labor to pay
individuals less than minimum wage.

Society, through this

legislation, has determined that although non-disabled
workers must be paid at least minimum wage,

individuals with

disabilities can be paid less as long as a special
certificate is obtained.

For the purpose of this study, the
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employers have chosen to pay the workers at least minimum
wage.

This finding would indicate that the majority of

these workers were considered equal to their non-disabled
co-workers with regard to wage earnings.
For the participants,
significance.

All had a sufficient amount of time off to

meet their needs,
money concepts,

benefits were of little

and since most had little understanding of

the loss of pay did not seem to matter.

Since most of the jobs completed by the participants were
considered entry level,

non-union positions,

employees also did not earn many benefits.

non-disabled
Unlike wages,

the Fair Labor Standards Act contains no requirements
regarding the granting of vacation pay, holiday pay, health
benefits,

or other fringe benefits.

by the organization.

Benefits are determined

Those organizations with unions

usually negotiate these benefits.

Again, based on the

number of hours worked and the work status of the
participants, benefits were awarded consistent with company
policy regarding part time employment.
The workers with developmental disabilities involved in
the study indicated that the sedentary piece rate assembly
jobs did not provide the type of challenge they wanted for
work.

They believed that sheltered employment was

restrictive in terms of offering variety,
autonomy,

self-control and

and opportunities for advancement.

seven individuals moved from sedentary jobs,

Six of the
to jobs that

required them to move about in completing their job tasks.
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This variety of tasks appeared to keep them interested in
their jobs.

In addition,

some had more control over how the

tasks would be completed and in the sequence in which they
would be completed.

Although the seventh participant had a

more sedentary office job,

he too, had a variety of

different job tasks which allowed him to maintain some
control over how and when tasks could be completed.

Ted and

George were physically active individuals and the sheltered
workshop format did not allow them to complete jobs based on
this factor.

Although most of the employers and guardians

interviewed believed that the participants had little
opportunity for advancement in their integrated jobs,

the

participants felt that they had more opportunity to learn
new skills and earn raises for work well done.

These

integrated jobs also gave participants increased
responsibility which had a positive impact on their self¬
esteem.
Consistent with the needs of workers without
disabilities,

the workers in the study demonstrated the need

to enhance their self-esteem,
through their work efforts.

and this was accomplished
According to Maslow*s hierarchy

of needs framework (Hersey & Blanchard,

1982),

feel the need for recognition from others,

individuals

and satisfaction

of esteem needs can increase the self-confidence of the
individual.

When esteem needs are met,

the individual can

feel that he/she has more control over his/her life.
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When the participants in this study were placed in
integrated work environments,
these jobs,

and they became successful in

some of these esteem needs were met.

brought about a certain amount of prestige,

Success

as both human

service providers and family members viewed them as more
capable.

The workers completed whole tasks, were able to do

a variety of jobs,

and exerted some control over their work.

The success experienced by the workers helped them to
disassociate themselves from the sheltered workshop,

a place

where these needs were not met.
The participants believed that they were secure in
their present jobs, with the exception of Ted, who wanted
the opportunity to work more hours,
reality,

but could not.

all the participants were vulnerable to budget

consideration and economic conditions which,
economy,

In

in the present

clearly poses a threat.

The opportunity for the participants to develop social
relationships within the integrated work environment was
limited by job design,

the participant's social skill level,

or by the desire of the participants themselves.

Only one

of the few social relationships developed at work
transferred to a non-work setting,
limited.

However,

too, was

this is not to say that social

relationships at work,
were not important.

and that,

as perceived by the participants,

In fact,

it was one of the more

important aspects of having an integrated job!
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Individuals have the need to interact with other people
and want to feel like they belong and are accepted.
Informal work groups often develop in organizations which
help individuals

identify with one another.

These informal

work groups can be of great importance to the organization
with regard to worker satisfaction and productivity
& Blanchard,

(Hersey

1982).

Being with non-disabled peers and being accepted by
those peers was of great importance to the participants.
Being employed at the workshop with disabled peers,
whom had "behaviors” that upset the participants,

many

was a

negative experience in the lives of these individuals.
Employment in integrated work sites helped these individuals
see themselves as not disabled,

or less disabled,

than their

co-workers still

in sheltered employment.

Dan had few

friends at work,

but not being treated poorly by those

non-disabled peers meant that these individuals were his
friends.

Gary also had difficulty in socializing with

non-disabled co-workers because of his social skills,
he tried very hard to identify with this group,

yet,

to the

exclusion of his disabled peers.
In general,

although most of the participants had

little opportunity to develop meaningful social
relationships at work,

having the opportunity to work with

non-disabled peers was far preferred by the participants.
Six of the seven participants either lived with families or
by themselves and had contact with non-disabled family and
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friends outside of the work environment.
individuals,

For these

to then work at a sheltered workshop with many

disabled people was not considered acceptable.

To work in

integrated employment with non-disabled peers was the
preference.

Henry, who lives with other disabled

individuals, would prefer to have more contact with his
non-disabled co-workers.
since he accepts,

Fred had the most ideal situation

and is accepted by, his disabled and

non-disabled peers both at work and at home.
None of the participants had job security nor belonged
to a union to represent their rights as workers.

This

responsibility fell to human service agency case managers
who negotiated wages and benefits and who worked with the
employer if issues arose regarding the workers with
developmental disabilities.

Most of the supervisors knew

details regarding the worker's health records,

disability,

and general background which was either revealed by the case
worker or the participant.

This knowledge assisted the

employer in being tolerant of worker problems,

and more

allowances were made for the participants than would be made
for non-disabled co-workers,
Henry.

as in the case of George and

Dan clearly had problems with past employers who

were intolerant of his inability to work fast enough,
understand all the elements of the job.
employer tried to accommodate his needs.
society's standards,

or to

The present
In general,

by

participants in the study may not

appear to have many job rights,
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but intervention by case

workers,

and the understanding of employers,

have

compensated for this lack of formal employment protection
mechanisms.

How the participants wages were determined for

three of the individuals would be of concern however.
Henry*s wages were not determined by the quality of his
work, but by whether he would lose benefits provided by the
government.
the employer,

Fred and Dan never earned a raise,
due to budget issues.

However,

worker believed that this could have,
occurred,

according to

the case

and should have

after three years of employment.

Yet,

the case

worker felt that to aggressively confront the employer would
lead to the termination of the participants.

In general,

the participants had little job security and whether they
worked or not depended upon the skills of the case manager
or the understanding of the employer.
The majority of the participants had more leisure time
than was acceptable to them,

and they would have preferred

to work additional hours.

Reasons for this included the

desire to earn more money,

to be out of a workshop setting,

to be accepted as an equal by co-workers who worked full
time,

and to be with non-disabled peers.

Because Dan and

Gary lived in small towns without public transportation,

to

work more hours meant to be with non-disabled co-workers
whom they considered friends.

It was important to Ted to be

out of the workshop and working in a "real” job for most of
the day.

Henry would have liked the opportunity to work

more hours with non-disabled peers,
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and to be away from the

house he shared with other disabled individuals.

Most

participants in the study depended upon family members and
neighbors close to the family to provide social interaction
and leisure opportunities.

Because of lack of public

transportation, most of the individuals were dependent on
others to get them to recreational sites.
Gary,

As such,

Dan,

and George spent most of their leisure time watching

television.

Those individuals who took advantage of the

activities offered by local human service agencies,

such as

Henry,

Fred had

Ted,

and Ken,

had more active lives.

Again,

the most active social life outside of work because he took
advantage of activities offered by human service agencies,
as well as those offered to the general population through
the church and the local community.

Two of the guardians

interviewed were not satisfied with the opportunities
offered to individuals with developmental disabilities
outside of the work environment.

Their desire was to have

the local town or human service agency provide activities
where individuals with developmental disabilities could meet
in a social atmosphere.

They believed that the workers

needed more time away from their families,
friends.

and to be with

From the perspective of the workers with

developmental disabilities,

friends at the work site were

individuals who spent some time talking with them at work
and who treated them in a way they preferred to be treated.
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In general,

none of the participants believed that any

part of their jobs were truly unsafe,

although Ted was

concerned about lifting heavy packages.

Ken knew he worked

with chemical agents and that he had to wear gloves to
assure sanitation was maintained.

What was of importance is

that these individuals all had the opportunity to perform
jobs that would not have been considered "safe” enough just
a few years ago by human service agency members, guardians,
and society at large.

What has been demonstrated by the

participants in the study is that individuals with
developmental disabilities, when given the opportunity,
perform jobs held by their non-disabled peers.

can

This

includes working with simple machinery such as vacuum
cleaners,

dish washers,

and photocopiers,

shopping carts in busy parking lots,

retrieving

using hand trucks,

or

working effectively with household chemicals without
incident.

Discussion
Data obtained in this study were consistent with
research results discussed in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation,

specifically in regard to wages and social

integration.

The results of Moseley*s study

already cited,

(1985,

1990)

indicated that wages were important to some

of his participants.

The concept of earning wages equal to

non-disabled co-workers was of great importance to the
participants in this study as well.
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While the participants

in this study were not dissatisfied with their wages,
several would have liked to earn more either by working
additional hours,

or by earning a raise.

None of the

supervisors believed that the workers in this study had a
chance to be promoted.

Lack of promotional opportunities

were also found to exist in the study completed by Johnson
and Lambrinos

(1985).

The opportunity to work with non-disabled peers proved
to be of great importance to the participants in this study,
consistent with the findings of Seltzer
his colleagues

(1984).

(1984)

and Brown and

The participants identified more

with their non-disabled co-workers,

than with former

co-workers at the sheltered workshop.

Integrated job

acquisition brought about an increase in self-esteem based
on being accepted by co-workers and being more valued by
disabled friends and family members.
guardians of George, Ted,

and Ken,

According to the

integrated employment

offered more appropriate role models for their sons,
did the sheltered workshop.
integrated jobs,

than

As a result of having

family members viewed the workers as more

"grown-up" and responsible.

They saw the sheltered workshop

as having an atmosphere which promoted poor behavior and
inhibited social growth.
What needs to be addressed here,

however,

is that the

physical integration of workers with developmental
disabilities does not necessarily mean that these workers
have the opportunity to associate with non-disabled
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co-workers.

The design of the jobs of several participants

in the study left little room for social interaction or the
opportunity to develop friendships.

Fred and Dan spent most

of their work day completing tasks before co-workers were on
the job,

and other tasks placed them apart from co-workers.

George's job deliberately isolated him from co-workers.
did appear,

however,

He

to want to develop relationships as

demonstrated by his bringing co-workers their schedules on
Fridays.

When Ted did work,

it was with one individual.

Other co-workers in his immediate area had little
interaction with him.

For these individuals,

it appears

that more emphasis needed to be placed in designing their
jobs to allow for interaction to occur.
While wages and social interaction were important to
the participants in this study,

they were by no means,

the

only important aspect of working in an integrated job site.
What also was of importance was the opportunity to have a
variety of different tasks to complete and being given the
opportunity for autonomy in the work place.
sheltered employment jobs,

Unlike their

integrated jobs gave the

participants the opportunity to learn many new tasks.
example,

For

Henry worked the dish washer, put away dishes,

mopped floors, polished silver,

put out bottles,

other job that needed to be completed.
filled up containers, made coffee,

and did any

Fred vacuumed rugs,

ran the dish washer and

made certain the dessert bins were filled.

These types of

jobs allowed the participant to use some judgement in their
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jobs, whereas,

the sheltered workshop did not.

Although

most of the participants in the study had a particular
routine to follow,

they were given some autonomy over how

tasks would be completed,
in what order.

and in the case of Henry and Ken,

Not having a "boss" observing each move was

important to the participants.

Most of the participants in

the study were satisfied with the jobs that they had,
Dan,

but

Gary and Henry wanted the opportunity to work at a

different job as well.
supermarket,

Dan was interested in working in a

Gary wanted the opportunity to be a

receptionist in a car dealership or to be a supervisor in
his present place of employment.
in a greenhouse.

Henry would like to work

It was once assumed that when a individual

with developmental disabilities was placed in an integrated
site,

the focus would be on helping them to maintain

employment at that work site.
participants in this study,

At least for three of the

options to move and develop new

skills was more important.
There has been a perception amongst human service
workers,

guardians,

and society as a whole, that adults with

developmental disabilities do not have the stamina or
ability to work more than a few hours a week.

Most of the

individuals in this study expressed a desire to work more
hours than they were presently working in order to earn
additional money,
these individuals,

or to be with non-disabled peers.

For

there was an imbalance between there

leisure and family life and their work lives, which was of
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great importance.

With the exception of Gary,

there did not

appear to be any medical reason which would prohibit these
individuals from working additional hours.

It did not

appear that neither the case worker nor guardians involved
took the desire of the workers into account when decisions
were made regarding their employment.
With the passage of the American with Disabilities Act,
it is anticipated that workers with developmental
disabilities will be given greater consideration in regards
to equal treatment in the work place.

The fear of a case

worker in requesting a raise for a worker should not be an
issue in the future as employers become more familiar with
the law protecting disabled individuals.
Reviewing the Quality of Work Life conceptual
categories developed by Walton

(1974),

and Davis and Cherns

(1975), we find great consistency between what was of
importance to non-disabled workers,

and what was of

importance to the participants in this study,
in the areas of Wages,

the Immediate Opportunity to Use and

Develop Human Capacities,
and Security,

specifically

Opportunity for Continued Growth

and Social Integration in the work place.

While it is important for all individuals to work in safe
and healthy work environments it is also of importance to
allow for dignity of risk in regard to workers with
developmental disabilities.

Giving these individuals the

opportunity to perform the same jobs as non-disabled workers
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expands their work skills considerably and allows for
greater work life options.

Recommendations
As a result of this study,
to human services providers,

recommendations can be made

as well as organization

development consultants. One important note to be discussed
is that the workers with developmental disabilities in this
study indicated that they had not spoken to their case
worker or employer about the desire to work additional hours
or to change jobs.

Although difficult,

a sufficient amount

of time is not spent determining the actual work needs of
the individual.

One professional appeared perplexed that

participants did not want to return to sheltered workshop
placement from an integrated job setting,

and no longer

wanted any association with the sheltered workshop itself.
What this indicates is that thorough information is not
being obtained from the participants when decisions are made
regarding their job placements.
Workers with developmental disabilities are not being
made aware of their right to choose jobs for which they are
qualified.

Consumer training is essential in helping to

empower these workers in regard to their work life choices.
Workers must be made aware of their rights as mandated by
recent legislation.

Case managers,

family members,

and work

organizations may require training regarding the rights and
needs of workers with developmental disabilities and their
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role in society.

Human service providers and training and

development personnel of organizations can work together to
help the worker identify goals,
needs,

visit various work areas to determine job

preferences,
skills.
social

determine motivational

and identify areas for improvement of work

Training needs,

such as job application skills and

skills training for job success,

would also be

important to consider.
With the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990,

it is anticipated that a greater number of

individuals with developmental disabilities will be entering
the work force.

As such,

training of employers by

organization development consultants and human service
providers

in the implications of the act is essential.

addition,

organization development consultants and human

In

service providers trained in organization development
strategies can help the organizations in developing
reasonable accommodations involving job restructuring and
job design,

by helping to modify the work areas,

and by

assisting with the acquisition of adaptive devices needed by
many of the individuals entering the work force.
Other Quality of Work Life and Organizational
Development strategies could also be considered.

Social

integration is important to workers with developmental
disabilities.

Co-worker involvement with the worker with

developmental disabilities would help in the integration
process.

Including workers with developmental disabilities
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into work groups containing co-workers trained to help them
would provide a positive role model,
mechanism,

as well as a support

to the worker with developmental disabilities.

In addition.

Quality of Work Life concepts,

general work force,

as viewed by the

as well as workers with developmental

disabilities should be addressed at both the case manager
and employer level.

This training process would help to

enhance the Quality of Work Life for all workers within the
organization by helping management to focus upon issues
relevant to employee satisfaction and job productivity.
A training program dealing with oppression and
diversity issues regarding individuals with disabilities
would also be of importance.

It was noted during the study

that as participants became integrated into the regular work
force,
change.

their perceptions of former co-workers began to
Either through contact with case managers,

co-workers,

or family members,

participants appeared to

learn degrading phrases and terms to describe their former
co-workers with developmental disabilities.

While this

collusion might help the worker with developmental
disabilities fit into his/her new work environment,
helps to perpetuate the discriminatory process
society regarding the disabled.
family members,
organizations

in our

Training for workers,

human service providers,

is essential

it also

and work

in order to help individuals

understand the impact of oppression issues in our society.
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It is important to move the thinking away from the dominantminority view,
equally.

to a level where individuals are judged more

Only then can true acceptance be obtained by

individuals with developmental disabilities
place and in society.

In addition,

involved in this study.

in the work

only one woman was

It cannot be determined if this was

a result of the selection process used by the human service
agencies,

or that fewer women have the opportunity for

placement into integrated employment work sites.

Additional

research should be conducted to determine if discriminatory
practices exist in the selection of individuals with
developmental disabilities for employment.
From the perspective of the workers

in the study,

sheltered workshops did not meet any of their work or esteem
needs.

Efforts need to be made to eliminate sheltered

workshops as work environments for all

individuals.

Strategies need to be developed to move individuals

from

sheltered employment into integrated employment for the
benefit of the individuals and society.

Human service

agencies and organizations must work collaboratively to make
this happen.
Finally,

it is recommended that further qualitative

research be conducted involving workers with developmental
disabilities
satisfaction,

in regard to the Quality of Work Life and job
in general.

participants perceived as

In this study,

what the

important in their work lives was

consistent with research conducted with individuals without
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disabilities.

While the findings in this study stand alone,

additional research would help to add to this body of
knowledge.
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WORKER CONSENT FORM
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My name is Sandra Hobbs, and I am a student/researcher at
the University of Massachusetts.
I am interested in
learning about your present job and the job you used to have
at the sheltered workshop.
Your participation in the study
is strictly voluntary.
You will not be compensated for
participating in this study.
If you choose to participate, you have certain rights.
First, you should have no pressure from anyone to volunteer.
You are free to refuse or decline to answer any of the
questions and you are free to stop the interview at any
time.
There are no wrong answers to the interview
questions.
Your job or any Department of Mental Retardation
services you receive will not be affected by participation
in the research or refusal to participate.
Second, the interview and your answers will be kept strictly
confidential and will be available only to myself and the
professors at the University who will review my work.
The
interview(s) will be audiotaped and the tape will be
transcribed by a person unconnected with the facility where
you work.
Your name will not appear on the tape or the
typewritten copy.
Your name will be kept on a codelist
which will not be available to anyone but the researcher.
The tapes of your interview will be destroyed at the end of
the study.
I will also be taking written notes which will
be kept private.
Third, I may need to review documentation about your work
history to give me a better understanding about your work
life.
If you do not want me to review this information, you
have the right to tell me, and I will respect your wishes.
Fourth, I plan to speak to some of your co-workers,
supervisors, family members or guardians, and/or staff that
work with you, about you and your work life.
If you do not
want me to talk to any of these people, you have the right
to tell me not to do so, and I will respect your wishes.
If
you do give me permission to talk with them, I will not
discuss with them anything that you have told me in your
interview.
Finally, in the final study (dissertation) or any
publication or presentation, I will present only group
information.
Any excerpts from your interview that may be
used will not include sufficient detail about you for anyone
who knows you to determine it was you who gave the
information.
Any presentation or article will be used to
help employers and other interested individuals understand
what elements of the subjects' work life is important to
them.
If you have any questions about this study or your
participation in the study, please feel free to ask during
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the interview, or at a later time.
You can contact me at:
16 Highland Avenue, Honson, MA 01057.
My telephone number
is 413-267-9694.
The above consent form has been reviewed with me and I agree
to participate under the conditions outlined in the consent
form.
Signature of Participant
Date:
Signature of Interviewer

HRO

(if applicable)

Guardian

(if applicable)

I wish to receive a copy of the
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interview
abstract

APPENDIX B
CONSENT FORM
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2

(OTHER)

My name is Sandra Hobbs, and I am a doctoral student/
researcher at the University of Massachusetts and I am
working on completing my doctoral dissertation.
As a
student in the Organization Development Division, I am
interested in learning about the Quality of Work Life of
developmentally disabled workers.
Because you are familiar
with the worker who has agreed to participate in this study,
I am asking you for information regarding this individual.
The worker has granted his/her permission for me to do so.
You will not be compensated for participating in the study.
If you choose to participate, you have certain rights.
First, you should have no pressure from anyone to volunteer.
You are free to refuse or decline to answer any of the
questions and you are free to stop the interview at any
time.
Your job, (for agency/industry employees), will not
be affected by participation in the research or refusal to
participate.
Second, interviews and answers of all
participants will be kept strictly confidential and will be
available only to myself and the professors at the
University who will review my work.
There are no wrong
answers to the interview questions.
The interview(s) will
be audiotaped and the tape will be transcribed by a person
unconnected with the facility where you work.
Your name
will not appear on the tape or the typewritten copy.
Your
name will be kept on a codelist which will not be available
to anyone but the researcher.
The tapes of your interview
will be destroyed at the end of the study.
I will also be
taking written notes which will be kept private.
Once data is collected, I plan to analyze it to gain insight
into the work experiences of developmentally disabled
workers.
Excerpts of your interview may be used in the
dissertation or published articles or presentations.
They
will not include sufficient details about you for anyone who
knows you to determine it was you who gave the information.
Any presentation or article will be used to help employers
and other interested individuals understand what elements of
the developmentally disabled worker's work life is important
to them.
I will furnish each participant with a copy of their
transcribed interview and provide an abstract of the
dissertation results, if they desire.
If you have any questions about this study or your
participation in the study, please feel free to ask during
the interview, or at a later time.
You can contact me at:
16 Highland Avenue
Monson, Mass.
01057
413-267-9694
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The above consent form has been reviewed with me and I agree
to participate under the conditions outlined in the consent
form.
Signature of Participant
Date
Signature of Interviewer

I wish to receive a copy of the _interview
abstract.
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I am a doctoral student at the University of Massachusetts
in the department of Organization Development, and I am
presently completing the requirements for my dissertation.
I am interested in learning about the work lives of
developmentally disabled individuals, which focuses on one
aspect in Organization Development, the Quality of Work
Life.
At the present time, there has been much research in
this area on non-disabled workers, but little on their
disabled counterparts, thus my interest in studying this
group.
I hope that the conclusions drawn from completing my
dissertation will be of assistance to industries that hire
the developmentally disabled.
I have not been requested to complete this study for the
Department of Mental Retardation or any other agency within
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The dissertation is a
result of my interest in this group of individuals and for
the purpose of completing the requirements of my doctoral
program.
I am requesting your assistance and cooperation
because you have knowledge and information about specific
developmentally disabled workers which would help me to
complete my research. The name of your organization will not
be used in the dissertation or any article or presentation
that may result from the dissertation findings.
Your
assistance would be a tremendous help to me, but is not
required by the terms of any contractual agreement you might
have with the Department of Mental Retardation, state
agency, vendor agency, industry, or between any of the
above.
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to discuss my
research with you and the possibility of working together.

Sandra M. Hobbs
Doctoral Student

APPENDIX D
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
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TODAY'S DATE:
PLACE:
TIME
CODE:
DATE OF BIRTH

AGE

GENDER:
CURRENT RESIDENCE_

CURRENT TELEPHONE: _
CURRENT PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT:_

TELEPHONE:_
POSITION:_
WAGE:_
FORMER EMPLOYMENT:
NAME/ADDRESS

POSITION

.

1

.

2

3.

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL:
DISABILITY:_
OTHER:
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WAGE

APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW GUIDE
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INTRODUCTION
I'm interested in learning about your job at (current
employment) and the job you had at (sheltered workshop).
I
want to learn if your work life has changed since you began
working at (current employment) and what parts of your job
are important to you.

PRESENT EMPLOYMENT: GENERAL QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

You presently work at (current employment). How did you
get that job?
Did you choose this job?
How do you
feel about that?
What type of job tasks do you do?
Of all the things
you do at work, what do you like to do the most?
The
least?
Why?
Do you have any choice about what jobs
you do?
How do you feel about that?
Who is your supervisor?
Who trained you to do your job?
When you need help at work, who do you ask?
How do you get to work each day?
How do you feel about working at _?
What is it like for you to be a member of that work
team?

ADEQUATE AND FAIR COMPENSATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who gives you your pay each week?
Do you get paid by
check, in cash, or direct deposit?
How much are you paid per hour?
Do your co-workers get
paid the same?
How do you feel about that?
When you first started here, did you get paid less than
you do now?
Are you happy with your present pay?
How much vacation time do you earn? Holiday? Sick
leave?

SAFE AND HEALTHY WORK ENVIRONMENT
1.

2.
3.
4.

Do you work with any chemicals, machinery, or outside
in inclement weather?
Do your co-workers work like
this also?
Do you think any part of your job is dangerous?
Do your co-workers do some parts of your job because
they think it is too dangerous for you?
Do you feel that you have the opportunity to be
promoted here?
How does that make you feel?
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IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES TO USE AND DEVELOP HUMAN CAPACITIES
1.
2.
3.

When you started this job, did you know how to do most
of it before you came here, or did you learn it here?
Who trained you on how to do your job?
What tasks do you do yourself, and what tasks do others
help you with?

GROWTH AND SECURITY
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Are you doing the same job now as when you started
here?
Do you have any additional job responsibilities?
What are they?
What type of work would you like to be doing two years
from now?
Have you talked to anyone about that?
(Why
not?).
Have you been trained for other jobs since you came
here?
Do you feel that your job is secure?
Does someone watch you do your job at all times?
How
do you feel about that?

SOCIAL INTEGRATION IN THE WORKPLACE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Can you tell me about any social relationships you have
made at work?
Who are your co-workers?
Who are your friends?
Who do you take your break with?
Who do you go to
lunch with?
Who do you spend your spare time with on weekends and
after work?
What types of things do you do?
Are you ever invited to parties at work, or at the
homes of co-workers?
How do you feel about that?

CONSTITUTIONALISM IN THE WORK ORGANIZATION
1.
2.
3.

Some workers belong to unions.
Are there any unions
here?
Do your co-workers belong to the union?
Do you?
What would you do if you didn't agree with how you were
told to do part of your job?
If you did something wrong at work, what would happen?

WORK AND TOTAL LIFE SPACE
1.

2.

Are there any activities you do now that you couldn't
do when you worked at (sheltered workshop)?
Why is
that?
How many hours do you work each week?
Would you like
to work more/less? Why?
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Do you ever work more than your scheduled hours?
How
much do you get paid?
Are you happier now or when you worked at (sheltered
workshop)?
Can you tell me why?
Has an increase in wages (if applicable) changed what
you do outside of work in your free time?
Do you feel that you have had more opportunities in
your life as a result of working at_?

SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT
I'd now like to talk with you about
GENERAL QUESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(sheltered workshop).

How did you get your job at (sheltered workshop)?
How did you feel about that?
What type of tasks did you do there?
Did you work by yourself, or with a group of people who
did the same job?
Who was your supervisor?
Who trained you to do your job?
How would you describe your experiences at the
workshop?

ADEQUATE AND FAIR COMPENSATION
1.

2.
3.
4.

How did you get paid (check, cash, direct deposit).
Did you get your whole paycheck, or did someone help
you manage it?
What did you get paid per hour?
Were you happy with these wages?
Why or Why not?
Did you earn vacation, holiday, and sick pay?

SAFE AND HEALTHY WORK ENVIRONMENT
1.
2.

Did you work with any chemicals, machinery, or outside?
Did you think any part of your job was dangerous?

IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES TO USE AND DEVELOP HUMAN CAPACITIES
1.

Was there any job at (sheltered workshop)
wanted to do but weren't allowed to do?

that you

GROWTH AND SECURITY
1.
2.

Were you trained at
jobs or few jobs?
Were you trained at
you now have?

(sheltered workshop)

to do many

(sheltered workshop)

to do the job
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3.

Were you given any more responsibilities than others
who worked at (sheltered workshop)?

SOCIAL INTEGRATION IN THE WORKPLACE
1.
2.
3.

When you were at (sheltered workshop), who did you work
with?
Did you consider these people your friends?
What did you do in your spare time after work?
Who did
you do these things with?

CONSTITUTIONALISM IN THE WORK ORGANIZATION
1.
2.
3.

At (sheltered workshop), if you didn't want to do a
particular job, what did you do?
If you did something wrong, what would happen?
Were you ever "fired"?

WORK AND TOTAL LIFE SPACE
1.
2.

How many hours did you work each week?
Would you have
liked to work more/less? Why?
After work, what did you do for recreational
activities?

CLOSURE
We've talked about many aspects of your work: wages, having
the job you have now, working with people you call friends,
leisure time, more responsibility.
Which of these things
are the most important to you?
What other things about your
job are important?
Could you tell me, has your life changed since you started
working at (current employment)? (How?).
I would like to come visit you at work sometime to see you
work.
Is that alright with you?
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.

1

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

How did it come to be that_was hired
here?
How long has he/she worked here?
What is his/her job title?
Are there others here with
that same title?
What types of tasks does he/she do?
What do people in that job title get paid here?
Do workers here earn vacation, holiday, sick leave?
How are raises determined here?
Is this a union shop?
Do you think _enjoys working here?
Has
he/she said anything to make you think that?
How would you describe the quality of_work?
What parts of his/her job do you think he/she enjoys
most?
What makes you think that?
What do you think
he/she enjoys least?
Does _have any choice in the types of tasks
he/she does?
How do you think that makes him/her feel?
Does _earn any benefits here?
What does _earn per hour?
Do you think
he/she is happy with those wages?
What makes you think
that?
Has _been given additional responsibilities
since starting to work here?
Do you see any potential for advancement?
What makes
you think that?
Has he/she earned a raise since starting here?
How was
that determined?
Does_do any tasks that would be considered
dangerous by others who do similar jobs?
Can you describe how _interacts socially with
his/her co-workers?
Does he/she have any social relationships with co¬
workers outside of the work setting?
What do you think he/she would like to do for work in
the future?
What makes you think that?
Can you describe what it is like to work and supervise
an individual who has a disability?
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1.

You are a co—worker of _How long have you
worked with him/her?

2.

Are there any other workers here who hold the same job
as _?

3.

Can you describe the working relationship you have with
_
•

4.

Do you think _enjoys working here?
gives you that impression?

5.

What do you think he/she enjoys most about his/her job
here?
Is there something he/she says or does to make
you feel that?

6.

What do you think he/she enjoys least?

7.

Does he/she talk about work to you at all?
of things does he/she say?

8.

What opportunities do workers have here for
advancement?
Do you think he/she has that same
opportunity?
Why?

9.

Do you feel he/she gets paid adequately for the job
he/she performs?
What makes you think that?

10.

Do you think he/she is happy with the wages and
benefits here?
What makes you think that?
Are you
happy with your wages and benefits?

11.

Does he/she have the same benefits as all the other
workers?

12.

Has he/she made any friends working here?
describe those relationships?

13.

Does he/she have the opportunity to socialize with co¬
workers outside of the work setting?

14.

Do you think he/she has a good quality of work life?

15.

Does he/she discuss what he/she does in her leisure
time with you or others?
What types of things does
he/she talk about?
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What

Why?
What types

Can you
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1.

Does _talk about his job when he/she comes
home?

2.

What do you think he/she feels about his/her job?
important is the job to him/her?

3.

Do you think he/she enjoys working?
that impression?

4.

Do you think he/she is happy with his/her wages and
benefits?

5.

Has he/she developed any social relationships with
his/her co-workers?
Have any of these relationships
resulted in after work hours activities together?

6.

Do you think he/she has the opportunity to advance at
his/her present job?

7.

Has he/she talked to you about what he/she would like
to do in the future for work?

8.

If he/she makes more money now than when he/she worked
at the workshop, do you think this has made a
difference in his/her life?
How?

9.

Have you seen any difference in his/her behavior since
he/she left the sheltered workshop environment?

How

What gives you

10.

Do you think he/she liked working at the workshop?
Why/Why not?

11.

Do you think he/she was content with the work at the
workshop?
What about the pay/benefits?
What makes
you believe that?
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